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A BIG SWIMMING MEET

Rockland. Maine, Tuesday, July 19, 1949

Is Schedued At the Samoset Hotel Aug. 7
During the Lobster Festival
One of the many events going on
in the greater Rockland area dur
ing the Lobster Festival is a State
championship, swimming meet at
the Samoset Sunday afternoon,
Aug. 7. at 3 p. m. Ten battles for
water honors are listed in an offi
cially sanctioned Maine Amateur
Athletic Union meet, and entries
are solicited from all over me
State, from both men and wotntn.
The men’s events include the
100-meter senior freestyle champ
ionship of Maine, t’ie 200-meter
senior breast stroke championship
of Maine, the 100-yard backstroke
open, and the low board diving
open. The women's events are the
100-meter freestyle championship cf
Maine and the 75-yard medley
open.
In addition, there are four
youngsters' events,
the 50-yard
freestyle for boys age 12 to 15, the
25-yard freestyle for boys under 12,
the 25-yard freestyle for girls 12
to 15, and the 25-yard freestyle for
girls under 12.
There is no admission charge for
spectators.
Swimmers
in
the
championship and
open events
must be registered with the Ama
teur Athletic Union; if they have
not done so they may register with
Henry II. Franklin, 443 Congress
street, Portland. Registration forms
may be obtained from him or from
Paul W Moran. 25 Chestnut street.
Rockland.
Entry blanks for this meet may

Forty More Names Added To
Those Aiding the Good
Cause
The fund for the maintenance of
' the Rockland District Nursing As; sociaticn steadily grows. Another
I group of contributors Ls listed
! whose gifts bring the total nearer
' to the needed $0000.
Names of contributors:
Willard S. Fales, Lawrence Port
land Cement Company, Algin Cor-

REPEAT BY POPULAR DEMAND!!!
“A Gem of Entertaniment”—Kay McDonald, Courier-Gazette.
WOMAN’S AUXILIARY GI’ ST. PETER’S CHURCH
PRESENTS

CHARLES EMERY'S HIT PLAY

“THE GLORIFIED BRAT”
WITH

GEORGE SLEEPER
MARGARET SLEEPER

DOROTHY CURTIS
RUTH ROGERS

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY NIGHTS, JULY 21-22
8.30 P. M.
Added Attraction: Six Top Line Features from The Caravan
O' Smiles with Mrs. Elizabeth Passon.
TICKETS 75c, INCLUDING TAX
Tickets for either performance available at Tlie HumptyDumpty and Silshy’s Flower Shop, Rockland and Brackett's
Drug Store, Thomaston.

58-59

JUST ARRIVED
TRIP OF

'f

IT WILL BE “BALLOON DAY”
New Feature Added To Recreation Program,
Community Park, Friday
Youngsters participating in the
municipal recreation program will
have a new feature added to their
daily program Friday when “Bal
loon Day” will be held.
Director Mike DiRenzo explains
that the day has been held at the
Auburn playgrounds for several
years and has proven to be highly
successful.
Each youngster at the playground
is given a balloon to which each
will attach a tag with his name.
Then, all balloons are released and

IN YEARS—LB

FEYLERS

the wait starts for the naming of
the prizewinner. The winner is the
owner of the balloon which travels
the greatest distance from the
playground.
Persons finding the balloons are
asked to mail them back, together
with its tag, to DiRenzo at the
Community Building.
In Auburn, DiRenzo says, bal
loons have been sent back to the
playground from distances as great
as 20 miles.
A group of 25 youngsters are tak
ing the art and handcraft course
offered by the Farnsworth Museum
with Miss Margaret Richardson as
instructor. Classes will be conduct
ed throughout the Summer with an
exhibit to be held at the close of
the season.

A Magazine Racket
From Father Flanagan's Boys'
Home in Boys Town, Neb., comes
this notice:
“It has come to my attention
that a magazine racket misusing
the goed name of Boys' Town is be
ing carried on in various commu
nities throughout the United States
without our knowledge or sanction.
' Please urge your readers that
if any magazine solicitors call up
on them using the name of Boys
Town in any way wha-soever, they
should immediately contact their
local Better Business Bureau or
Police Department so proper inves
tigation may be made and this un
authorized practice may be stopped.
'Will you please warn your read
ers of this magazine racket in
which the good name of Boys
ToV-n is being misused’ We do
net want any of your readers to be
victimized or taken advantage of by
fast-talking magazine salesmen
who sell their magazines on the
strength of Boys Town rather than
on the merits of their publications
end mislead people into believing
that by subscribing they are con
tributing to the work which is be
ing done at Boys Town.”
Rt. Rev Msgr. Nicholas H. Wegner.

poration, Lillian R. Kenyon, H. P
Blodgett. C. A. Rcsc, Dr. C. H. Jame
son, Leland Trask. Mrs. Catherine
Donahue, Mrs. Carrie Onley, Mrs.
Avis Brazier, Geraldine Brewster,
Vesper A Leach, O. B. Hyland.
Milton M. Griffin, Pearl M. Look.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Snow, Wil
Horses run counter-clockwise on
liam W. Gregory, Mr. and Mrs G. United States tracks.
B. Wood, Milton R, Rollins. Mrs.
Marcia Achcrn. C Snow Hall, W.
E. Graves, Aurclio Cavarsan, Mrs.
Maxwell Oliver, Miller's Garage.
I<eforest A. Thurston, Perry's Laun
dry,
John Burns, Mr. and Mrs. George
Ross, Allan Grossman, David Mc
Carty, Lincoln E McRae, Whitmoyer Laboratories, O. A Gilbert,
Contact MAYNARD
Rockland Savings Bank. Virginia F
Hartscn, Oliver W. Holmes, The
Telephone Warren
Corner Grocery, J. Fred Knight.

FIFTY BLUEBERRY RAKERS
WANTED
$1.00 per Hour

PUBLIC
SUPPER

AND

LOWEST PRICE

THE BLACK CAT
By The Roving Reporter

A two-car crash on the CamdenRockport highway about 3 a. m.
Sunday sent operators of both cars
and two passengers to Camden Hos
pital for treatment.
Still hospitalized are Jack Grin
nell. 17. of Camden, a passenger in
a car operated by Richard Mank
of Camden, and Philip Simpson of
Bucksport, operator of the second

car. Passenger in the second car,
Donald McLaughlin of Verona
Island, was treated at the hospital
and later released.
The accident was investigated by
State Trooper Henry Roper. The
injured were treated by Dr. Milling| ton of Camden and were removed
to the hospital by the Camden Fire
Department ambulance.

A DECISION SOON
Islesboro Will Know Its Fate On the Big
Government Project

■Not to be outdone by its federal
neighbor across the street, Odd
Fellows block is also being painted,
and also with green trimmings The
car for Ireland was thus adorned,
I believe.

job, said everybody, but the smoothness of the new paving did not serve to offset the curbstone effect on both
sides of it, and we rumbled along until the current m inth when Warren Brothers came to the rescue with
A special despatch from Wash oratory located in his State, said
Some years ago there was a big
the present resurfacing, which all agree is slick’n goose grease.
today he "hopes for success.” He fire in Union and Monica block
ington says:

PENOBSCOT BAY HADDOCK

NATIVE HALIBUT
PLENTY OF LOBSTERS
35c

CAR DRIVERS HOSPITALIZED
Jack Grinnell, Camden, and Philip Simpson,
Bucksport, Were the Victims

be obtained from Paul Moran, 25
Chestnut street. Rockland. They
should be filled out and returned to
him, together with the 25 cents
entry fee, by noon Saturday. Aug.
6. when all entries close. No regi
stration or entry blank is required
for the youngsters’ events—just the
name, event, and entry fee.
Championship medals will be
awarded for first, second and third
places in each of the three State
'’
championship events: medals will
be awarded for first, second and
third places in each of the three
open events. There will be “sur
prise” prizes for winners of the
I youngsters' events.
It is hoped that Swimming Coach
Ul..
Bob Miller of Bowdoin College will
• announce the meet in his usual ex
Here's a different picture of Main street paving operations, taken in 1942 when the old Street Railway
perienced, humorous style.
track was being relaid with paving blocks cut at the Clark Island quarry of John Meehan & Son. A good

To Nursing Fund

ISSUE

Volume 104.. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 59.

EIGHT PAGES—5c COPY

Main Street Job of Seven;Years'*Ago

TUESDAY

ST. GEORGE GRANGE
THURSDAY, JULY 28

LEACH
4-13.
59-61

ONLY THE NEW
I» t

MAGEE
has THE CONCEALED

I

The Administration’s new pro
gram to channel Federal projects
and contracts to areas of serious un
employment may be used by Rhode
Island to strengthen its bid for the
government's proposed foot and
mouth disease laboratory, it was
learned today.
Two Rhode Island locations—
Prudence Island and Jamestown—
have long been in the running for
the $25,000,000 foot and mouth re
search center.
Senator Green who has actively
supported efforts to have the lab

cited the project, in a wire to Gov.
Pastore, as one of those that could
benefit Rhode Island industry. The
foot and mouth center would draw
hundreds of persons from the local
labor supply.
Meanwhile the Bureau of Animal
Industry drove for a decision this
week on the site. The choice is
squarely up to Secretary Brannan.
Investigators returned today from
Maine where they inspected Isles
boro. They hoped to have a report
in Brannan’s hands tonight stating
whether or not the Maine island
qualifies.

FEWER AUTO FATALITIES
A Reduction Of 41 Percent For the First Six
Months Of This Year
The first half of this year is now
behind us and highway fatal acci
dent figures show that Maine has
experienced the best accident rec
ord in its history for this period.
At the end of the first six months,
the people of this State has re
duced deaths resulting from auto
mobile accidents by 41 percent over
last year.
This reduction is due to the fact
that there have been 29 fewer rural
accident deaths during the first six
months. Fatal accidents in urban
areas have been cut by only three.
Lincoln County, who consistently
has the best accident record, shares
the honor of no fatal accidents with
Franklin and Piscataquis.
However, two of our largest coun
ties, Aroostook and Cumberland,
have contributed most to our lower
death rate with a reduction of 11
and 10 respectively.
We have now mere motor vehicles
registered than ever before with
nearly 300,000 resident cars and
trucks using our highway. The
latest figuares in gasoline consump
tion show that there is about a
2 percent increase in travel during
a comparative period in 1948. In

Adults 65c

WEST ROCKPORT
SWAN’S ISLAND
OWL’S HEAD
GLEN COVE
SOUTH APPLETON RIDGE
ASH POINT

CONDIMENT SHELF
ojg

r
Ln---X-

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

Children 35c

If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week The loss of these
tastes la a Joss of happiness -Ch.riM
Darwin
THE CARELESS SMOKER
(Apologies to Kipling)

-4*

(Please Note the Date)
■^raHrerararenraRrarerajzHr?

>». •»

A fool there was and he lit his pine
Even as you and 1.
On a forest trail where the leaves were
fit
To become ablaze at the smallest bit
Of spark and the fool he furnished It
Even as you and I.

.» ■»

{SERIES'

Bean Pickers Wanted

The

To Sign Up At Once
WHEN THE MERCURY SOARS

.1-

Summer Sun brings no problem to men who

For the Bean Picking Season To Start

wear Gregory Tropical Suits.

ABOUT AUGUST FIRST
IT is MORE THAN EVER ESSENTIAL THIS

and

expertly tailored

suits

These smartly styled

of

feather

weight

rayons, cords and woolens just naturally stand up

America’s Smartest Dual Oven

YEAR THAT
ALL BEANS BE HARVESTED!

Combination Range

under hot-weather wear.

Price Paid - 2c per Pound
Free Bus Transportation Provided to the Fields.
Apply To
U. S. EMPLOYMENT SERVICE OFFICE, 437 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
BLACK & GAY CANNERS, THOMASTON

Be Sure and Sign Up At Once!

BLACK & GAY, CANNERS
54—56, 57<fc59

The greatest range value in years!
The beautiful NEW MAGEE — with
dozens of extra features — including
the concealed condiment shelf that
puts seasonings within easy reach
and saves you trips to the pantry.

They keep you cool and

comfortable without sacrificing that well groomed
ECONOMY

PRICED

Here is great opportunity for Children 11 to 15 years,
To Earn Big Money Picking Beans

On the Court House premises the
other day there was a bold break
for freedom from one of the pens
while Sheriff Pease was standing
nearby. It was a matter of a few
seconds before the offender was in
custody.
“Where were you going,
you rascal?” he wanted to know.
It may clarify the situation to ex
plain that the “offender" was
Sheriff Pease's year-old son who
had squeezed his way out of his
wooden pen and was hot-footing it
across the lawn. Being his first
offense no punishment was or
dained.

TOWN NEWS

PLENTY OF FOOD

LIME CO. WHARF. NORIHEND, TEL. 1190 CITY

J. E. Stevens showed me an in
teresting document yesterday which
he had found in a trunk contain
ing articles which belonged to the
late Capt. William P. Hurley. It
was a fac simile of their celebrat
ed bail bond given by Jefferson
Davis president of the late Con
federate States, and accepted by
the United States Court at Rich
mond, Va in November, 1867 The
signers included Horace Greeley,
Augusus Schell, Cornelius Vander
bilt and 17 other prominent citi
zens.

spite of this increased travel. Maine
has been able to reduce fatalities
from 79 last year to 47 over a
a similar period this year.
This means that the lives of 32
people have been saved by greater
care in the use of our streets and
highways. Next to the saving of
life, the economic loss is to be con
sidered. By use cf accepted stand
ards in figuring automobile losses
the reduction of accidents in Maine
during the first six months has
saved the State approximately
$2,000,000.
In view of the above, it seems
Items of Interest from
necessary at this time to call at
tention to our accident experience the Towns Listed Below
during the first 12 days cf July
Ten people have been killed in this Appear in This Issue.
short time. At this time it is neces
WARREN
sary to appeal to every citizen of
ROCKPORT
this State for his wholehearted
CAMDEN
co-operation in this fight against
UNION
• automobile accidents.
THOMASTON O
j
We do know the situation can bc
VINALHAVEN
cacrrected, and the responsibility
WALDOBORO
for this correction depends upon
SPRUCE HEAD
the public officials concerned with
SOUTH THOMASTON
traffic accident prevention as well
ST. GEORGE
as upon the public-spirited citizen s.
TENANT'S HARBOR
Sgt. John DeWinter, Director.
NORTH WARREN

5.30 TO 7.30

Baked Beans,
Salads
Covered Dishes
Pickles Pies Doughnuts

was among the buildings destroyed.
Thats the way I have spelled the
name but there is said to be an
argument afoot about it, some
claiming that the word was Moni
ker, others Monicka, and others
other ways. Will some Union au
thority please enlighten me.

appearance.
Just now we offer these wonderful Suits at

’325.00

Actually 2 ranges in 1! Cooks cool with gas in summer.

And in cold weather, cooks as it heats with oil, coal or gas.
Oil burner lights automatically from the top. Safe. Dependable.
Convenient. No bending required. No tapers needed.
Giant automatically-controlled dual oven . . . large storage
compartment . . . Telechron electric clock-timer . . . chrometrimmed fluorescent light . . . eye-angled oven temperature
indicator . . . adaptable for city, bottled or natural gas.
No other range can equal it at this low, economy price.
Buy it on easy terms.

V.
F.
STUDLEY,
INC.
283 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND.
TEL.
ME..

the following SPECIAL PRICES:

Rayon Suits.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $22.95
Cord Suits.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 19.95
All Wool Suits.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 29.95
Regulars—Stouts—Longs

forest was burned to the very
roots.
Even beneath the ground.
With the flowers, the birds and the
poor dumb brutes
Old hoary oaks and the tender shoots
Which might have been logs, but fog
such galoots.
Allowed to wander around.

The lumberjack now has passed on
His pay day comes no more
And the screech owls haunt the camp
at dawn
Where the cook's tin pan woke tbs
men of brawn.
But the mill Is silent, the trees in
gone
The soil and the forest floor.
A deadly sight are those hills of roefc
Which once were beds of green.
No hope for the human, no food foi
the flocks
The foods must be held by expenslvf
locks.
Where the harbor ls silted to the docks
The ships no more are seen.

But the fool Smokes on In the foreai
Still,
Leaves campfires burning too.
WhUe the patient public pays the btl'
And the nation's wealth Is destroyed
for nil.
U the law doesn't get him. the devt
will.

Smoker, it’s up to you.
—Author unknown.

A NEW BEANO
EVERY TUESDAY NIGH'

W’’

Minimum Prize $2.50

SPECIAL GAMES
TWO CENTS A CARD

Williams-Brazier Poet No. J7

1154

Thomaston National Bank Bid)

l-T-t

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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At Crawford’s Lake

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Yacht Club Holds Nautical
Day, Together With Field
Events

Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

The Crawford Lake Yacht Club
resumed activities Sunday with a
nautical day, field day events, and
buffet supper served at Fairmont.
Proceeds from this affair, coupled
with receipts from boat rides, and
other projects, totaled over $100
and will be used with the Inland
Fish and Game Department Jn fi
ance of repair of the fish screen
and dam at Crawford Lake
Mrs. Isabel Hayes of Crawford
Lake's Summer colony, in charge of
club registration and membership
for the day, reported 50 signed
George W. J. Carr of Safety Har
bor, Fla , and Warren, was master
of ceremonies for the day. assisted
by W Robert Buker, commodore of
the yacht club.
Winners of events were an
nounced, as follows:
Boat race, George Fossett of
Union: egg race, ladies, Mrs. Rensforth Yeo of Allston, Mass., and
Warren; men, Henry Athearn of
Rockland; peanut hunt, Gordon
Groff of Mt. Vernon. N. Y.. and
Crawford Lake; and Janice Moody
of South Union: bean guessing con
test, Mrs Carleton Payson of Wor
cester, Mass; nature trail. Miss
Grace Taylor of Cynward, Pa., and
Crawford Lake; and treasure hunt,
by Mrs. B H. Nichols of Hope
There were several children's
events also. Two cakes were auc
tioned off. ond a painting by Mrs
Frank Getzman, donated.
Ferry service was operated by
Gordon Groff and F. Engle Tay
lor during the affair.
Buffet lunch was served 150 at
tending. by Mrs. Frank Getzman of
Philadelphia, Miss Mary Hass of
Westchester. Pa., and Miss Erma
Litchfield of Westchester, Pa., Mrs
Edgar Curley, and Mrs. Russell
Balnberger of Norwood, Pa Mrs.
Robert Baker, of Glenolden, N.
J., Mrs Jane Andrews and Mrs.
Mina Rines of Safety Harbor Fla
and Warren.

W.

THE REAL MAGUNE
Rockland, July 15.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
In- today’s Courier I was reading
"More Broomstick Memories. ' Mr
Blaisdell mentioned the runaway
car of flour and that “Lanny” Magune was on the train. I would like
to say that was my father. Clar
ence L. Magune, called Clamy by
his friends.
Alice Magune Vasso.

Careful observers assert that ''sor
cerers'' frequently bring about the
death of their victims by sorcery''
when those victims believe in the
power of the “sorcerer'’ to kill.

EVERY USED CAR
WE SELL IS

IN THE TWILIGHT LEAGUE

[EDITORIAL]
WE REGRET ITS PASSING
The Broomstick Memories recalled by Bert Gregory, Fred
Blaisdell, Charles Gregory and others form intresting chap
ters in Knox County affairs bringing back so vividly that fine
period when the Rockland. Thomaston & Camden Street
Railway was conveying passengers and freight between those
towns and Warren. Only the older generation remembers
that there was also a spur branch running to Tillson Wharf.
The coming of this trolley line brought into existence that
beautiful and popular resort known as Oakland Park where
thousands of persons went every Sunday to attend the band
concerts, and on weekdays to picnics, dancing, roller skating,
and to patronize the fine restaurant which was conducted by
Ralph Trim and others for several seasons. The evolution
of the Street Railway plant, which saw the line extended,
first to the West End in Thomaston, and later to Warren vil
lage iormed one of the most important eras in the road's ex
istence. The evolution also saw the open cars replaced by the
closed type, and eventually, in the interest of economy to the
one-man car. We believe that most of the surviving patrons
will agree with us that there was nothing more exhilarating
than to occupy the front seat of the open cars, and speed
away to Oakland Park while the not-so-gentle breezes com
pelled the discarding of straw lids.
Everybody hove a sigh of regret when the ominous word
came that the Central Maine, eventual owner of the line, was
about to discontinue the service. The poles and wires were
dismantled, the rails were torn up and such have been the
changes wrought by time that it is almost impossible today
to tell just where the tracks were laid. Ho! Hum!

REPATRIATION OF WAR HEROES
When World War 2 ended nobody that otherwise than
that the bodies of those who had made the supreme sacrifice
would lie forever in foreign soil. A benevolent and appre
ciative gentleman by the name of Uncle Sam though other
wise, and the work of disinterring the dead and restoring the
bodies to home soil has been going forward steadily. At the
end of the first year, last Friday, 1051 of the hero dead had
been reburied in their native land.
Of the total number in Maine, 681 were from the Euro
pean theatre and 371 from the Pacific, the Caribbean Area,
and the China-Burma-India Theatre. Figures from the
Quartermaster General's office in Washington show that
142,249 Americans who have lost their lives in the past war
have, to date, been repatriated. Official figures also reveal
that 90.475 bodies have been returned from the ETO. 51.680
from the Pacific, and 94 from the Caribbean Area. The re
patriation program is expected to be completed by next
October when it is estimated that 150,000 bodies of war dead
will have been returned to the United States under the pro
visions enacted by Congress.

Rockport Almost Nosed Out the Rockets in
the Season’s Weirdest Performance

5
5
4
1
2
5
4

'Perry, 1 ...................
Dean, cf ...................
Laukka, 3 ................
Aho, p .......................
Fisk, p .....................Foote, if ...................
True, 2 .....................

Totals ............. .... 36
Rockland
ab
Russell, 2, s ....... ..... 4
Thompson, c .... ..... 5
LaCrcsse 3, p .... ..... 5
.French, 1 ........... ..... 3
Williamson. 2 .... ..... 3
Newman, s ......... ..... 1
'Hodgkins, If ..... ..... 4
Chisholm, r ....... .... 4
Kelsey, cf ........... ..... 4
1
Merchant, p ......
Vigue p. 3 ......... ..... 2

by all members of the "Chiefs"
baseball team. The floodlights are
being brought in by the Burt Nick
erson Floodlight Company of Bos
ton, which has been traveling
through Maine.
• • • •

1 1 9
1 2 4
0 0
1 0
0 0

1 0
1 1

Another Account

8 fl' 25 4

r
1
0
0
2
1
2
1
2
0
0
0

h
2
1
0
2
1
0
0
3
3
0
0

0
2
iu
0

a
2
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
1

flies were hardly visible to the
fielders. Bob Hall pitched his first
game fcr the Clippers and certainly
made good.
2
• • • •
0
Rockland 9, Rockport 8
0
, The good sized crowd which at
1
tended Sunday's game at Commu
4
0
nity Park was treated to the wild
0
0
• • e •
est, wooliest, and weirdest exhi0
Cuming Games
b.tion of the national game ever
seen on that field. Wild throws
Tuesday
Totals ................... 36 9 12 27 8
were as numerous as flies in Au
•—One out when winning run
Rockland at Spruce Head.
gust, muffed balls were about as scored.
Thomaston at Warren.
numerous, and the official score Rockport
1 0 0 0 3 2 0 2 0—8
St. George at Camden.
does not begin to do justice to the Rockland
0 1 1 3 0 1 2 0 1—»
Rockport at Waldoboro.
number of errors which were made.
Errors. LaCrosse. Newman, Vlgue,
Thursday
But with the score 8-all in the
Rockland at Warren.
eighth inning the two teams settled (Williamson 2, Laukka Williams.
Camden at Waldoboro
down to business. Freddie LaCrosse, Runs batted in, Dean 2. True, WilSpruce Head at St. George.
iwho had not exactly been winning jliams, Hodgkins 2, Thompson,
Thomaston at Rockport,
laurels at third base, was shifted ■ Chisholm. Kelsey. Two base hits,
Friday
to the box where he again proved Pease, Perry, Dean, Russell. Stolen
Augusta Millionaries at Rock , his worth holding the ambitious bases, True, Kelsey 2. Newman
land.
Goose River boys scoreless in tlie Double play, Newman, Russell and
• • • •
French. Left on bases. Rockland
ninth.
The Augusta Millionaires, ac
In the Rockets' half, Newman 5. Rockport 3. Base on balls, off
counted one of the best teams in led off with a double but there I Aho 3, Fish, Merchant 2, Vigue 2.
the State, play in Rockland Friday were two down, and it was up to ’ Strikeouts, by Aho 5, Fish, Mer
night, and will be followed to the Bud Chisholm, who whacked the chant 11, Vigue 3. LaCrosse. HO,
Limerock City bv a large number ball inio right field for a clean Aho 8 in 6 2-3 Innings, LaCrosse
of supporters. Manager Cuccinello single, scoring the winning run. [0 in 1, Fish 4 in 2 1-3, Merchant
ls having a headache trying to iGuess that will hold Earle for a 6 in 7. Vigue 0 in 1. Hit by pit
figure out a pitcher for this game. while).
cher, by Marchant (Aho). Win
ning pitcher, Merchant 2 Winner,
The Warren Tigers meet Thom Chisholm and Kelsey led the LaCrosse. Loser, Fish. Umpires,
aston tonight and Thursday night stickers, with three hits each. Dean Graffam and Wink.
they play Rockland, both on the starred in the outfield.
• • • •
As the writer remarked in Fri
home ground. Games will start at
Vinalhaven entertains the War
day's
issue
"take
nothing
for
6 p. m.
ren baseball team. July 27, under
• • • •
granted” when Rockport comes.
iloudlights. This is the first under
Rockport
Thomaston defeated the Belfast
ab r h o a taking of this kind and loyal sup
Merchants 11 tc 7 on the fogdrenched field in Thomaston last Williams s .............. 4 10 13 port of fans would more than help
night. The outfielders, were hardly Kavanaugh, r .......... 1 0 0 0 0 make the affair a success Gam»
visible to the spectators, and the ! Richards, r .............. 3 0 0 2 0 ' time, 9 p. m. Tickets will be on sale
■i:
League Standings

12
12
10
8
7
5

Rockland.
Thomaston,
Waldogoro
Spruce Head,
Warren,
Camden,
Rockport.
St. George,

2
4
4
7
9
9
8
15

0
1
2
4*x
6
7
7
12'4

Radiator Repairing
ROCKLAND, ME.
47-tf

Our men are qualified through knowledge and 50 years of
experience to give you Machine Shop Satisfaction, in Automotive
and Marine Service. Let us serve your Machine Shop Require
ments. Come in especially and see our New Large Stationary
( rank Shaft Regrinder.

CARR’S AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES
586 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

Whether the Rockets are playing
ball to give the fans a good game
or whether they are traveling un
der the guidance of luck, remains
a mystery to many spectators. Sun
day the Rockets came through
again in the last half of the ninth
to score the winning tally against
One of the earliest examples of
lowly Rockport,. 9 to 8.
With the rest of the league Idle, Roman bronze is a coin minted in
the Rockets increased their lead to 20 B. C.
a full game over second place
Thomaston.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Rockport put on the pressure in
BENDIX
Washer for sale at a sac
every inning.to press the Rockets
Never used
Also used Estate
to an 8-8 tie up to the "lucky” ninth. rifice.
Electric Range 3 burners, Thrift Cook
Mei chant hurled six innings, al er. Oven and Broiler, pot oil burner,
lowing six runs while striking out complete with hot water coll Write
11 men, when he was relieved by at once as these must be disposed of
immediately
G, A
RICHARDSON.
Vigue for the 7th and 8th innings, Stonington,
Me
____________ 59*61
and LaCrosse for the 9th.
EXPERIENCED Waitress wanted to
Dick French took high honors of work
In cocktail lounge, 4 to 12. J18
the game when lie stole home in the per week. lnqul.e COLONIAL INN.
59-60
6th to tie the game at 6-all. Chis- Belfast.

SEA PLANE SERVICE
TO ISLANDS
GOVERNMENT LICENSED PLANES AND PILOTS.
Also

LAND PLANE CHARTER SERVICE TO ANY

POINT IN THE UNITED STATES
IN FOUR PASSENGER CABIN WACO.
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL

KNOX COUNTY

AUTOMOTIVE & MARINE
MACHINE SHOP

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
515 MAIN ST.,

6

holm and Kelsey shared honors in
the hitting department, getting
three apiece, with Chisholm knock
ing in the winning score.
The absence of Miller and Bill
ings from the Rocket lineup was
noticeable, when Miller's duties call
him to a funeral—the Rockets seem
to follo.w him spiritually! The
Rockets are scheduled to meet
Spruce Head and Warren this week,
which may tip the Rockets from the J
top! Unless they are still attached "
to their winning technique or their
luck.

FLYING SERVICE
ROCKLAND 8091
Reasonable Rates, Efficient, Fast and
Courteous Service.
59-61

TEL. 24
57-61

NOT A PRETTY PICTURE
The Unemployment Compensation Commission is frankly
pessimistic concerning the industrial situation foreseeing
more cuts in Maine employment. “Ever-further curtailments
may be looked for" says the Commissioner, "and the volume
of unemployment will become increasingly heavy during the
next 12 months.”

to fit your feet... <omfort-wi»o

White sidewall tires, as illustrated, available at extra cost.

IOO% VIRGIN WOOL
*r

A JAPANESE DILEMMA

GUARANTEED
A 90 day guarantee is attached
to the good Used Cars we sell.
Plenty of cars—all makes. Fast
turnover. Just the car you want.

DREWETT’S GARAGE
Kaiser-Frazer Sales-Service
ROUTE 1,
WARREN, ME.

TEL. 33-3
46-tf

Wheels Balanced
Wheel Aligning
Speedometer Repair W'ork On
All Chrysler Make Cars

Nelson Bros. Garage
515 MAIN ST.,

TEL. 720
ROCKLAND, ME. 50-tf

A war of words rages over Japan. The words are those
of the Soviet and American representatives on the Far East
ern Commission in Washington. The Soviet charge is that
the United States is suppressing labor and “democratic ele
ments" in Japan and reimposing a police state in that coun
try. The American charge is that Japanese Communists
under Soviet influence are stirring up a violence and unrest
which threaten to sabotage recovery and undermine govern
ment authority.
There is a half-truth in the Soviet charge which is ex
plained by the American countercharge. The Communists
are creating an all but impossible situation in Japan. The
great problem is to maintain order and speed recovery with
out allowing Japanese rightists to seize the opportunity for a
campaign of repression, prewar style.
The American position internationally is weakened by the
the fact that the occupation has been run, to all intents and
purposes, as an American show. Optimistic assurances that
all was going well have failed to assuage the fears of Amer
ica s Pacific allies, who are deeply concerned lest Japan dupli
cate in some measure the history of Germany after World
War I. The present growth of Japanese political extremism
does suggest uncomfortably the pre-Nazi German picture.
However, while the occupation continues, the worst evils
of reaction and revolution can be avoided. But it is impera
tive that a greater effort be made to enlist the full sympathy
and support of America's Pacific friends, and that means a
greater attention to their needs and desires in reference to
Japan. Paying the bills may entitle the United States to
call the tune for the occupation; it does not ensure that even
friendly nations will keep time—Christian Science Monitor.

to*

The original SC Shrink-Controlled sock
Is better than ever before. For now

you have nylon reinforced heels and

toes in the virgin wool sock whose size
Is guaranteed...Get your SC sock today

These Motors Fully Guaranteed

and know why people the country over
ore acclaiming them for sportswear

with a casual air. Creamy whitesizes 9 through 13, at better stores.

Ohlck off that coat, good sir—and loosen that tie.

power at your command. Cares fall away with the
dust-clouds of your going, and you’ve forgotten the
world and the weather.

THI ADLIB COMPANY ■ CINCINNATI K.QMIO

Call to mind the coolest, pleasantest spot within a
couple of hundred miles—and let’s go find comfort.

5c

ENJOY SMOOTH DRIVING!

Here’s the hig broad seat that will carry you there

• .. let us check your
wheel alignment

in sofa-like ease. At your toe is the treadle that
brings to life 150 eager Fiqeball horsepower.

Wheels that are out of alignment
•‘drag*’ tires sideways, making
steering hard and literally burn
ing away rubber on every wheel
turn.
We are specialists in wheel
alignment checking and correct
ing . . . and will be glad to give
your car a free check-up on our
modern, accurate Weaver Wheel
Alignment outfit. Maybe no cor
rection will be needed—or pos
sibly a few minor adjustments
will give you “touch control”
Steering.
Our inspection is
without obligation.

In your hand is a wheel, neal and tidy, friendly
and obedient. And under it the Dynaflow lever
that’s key to a whole new experience.

Set it once—and you can forget it. Until you park

WALDO

or back up, you won’t need to touch it again. Kind
a comfortable spot for your clutch-foot too —that’s
just going along for the ride—and smoothly feed gas.

THEATRE

No jar, no jerk, no sudden lurch. Just one smooth
crescendo of power, soft and silky and forever free
of direct-geared harshness!

WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
Saturday at 2.00, Sunday at 3.00

Drive in today!

You know now why scores of thousands wouldn’t
be without the sweet luxury of Dynaflow Drive —
or the velvet power of ROADMASTER. You know
why the Buick ride sets the standard for the in
dustry — above all, why Buick’s the buy.
I\>r it isn’t just what the price tags say nor what
a demonstration shows that makes Buick such a
satisfying investment.

It’s in the way a car grows on you when it’s planned
to please in many ways, and not just through a
single feature.
In such a car, any trip’s “a breeze.” How about
breezing around to your Buick dealer to see how
quickly you can get a ROADMASTER?
SEE and HEAK OLSK.X anil JOH.XSO.X’fi EIHERALl

h.\-iuh-ii.i. every Tuesday on Television

Gallic slides by, no longer a headache. Open roads
YOUlKEY Ifil

spread their welcome, tall hills bow meekly to the

TONIGHT-WED.-THURS.
JULY 19-20-21
June Allyson. Peter I.awford
Elizabeth Taylor
Margaret O'Brien, Janet Leigh
Mary Astor, Kosanno Brazzi in
Let Us Put a New Heart In Your Car
EASY TERMS.

MILLER'S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
86-_31 RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND

ATTENTION GARAGES
All Motors Can Be Supplied At Wholesale Prices.
ALL MOTORS MUST BE REBUILDABLE.

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
515 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE
58-59

BUICK alone has all these features: Silk-smooth

dynaflow

DRIVE* • FULL-VIEW VISION 'ram enlarged glass area • SWING-EASY

Buick

DOORS and easy access "LIVING SPACE" INTERIORS with Deep Cradle
cushions • Buoyonf riding QUADRUFLEX COIL SPRINGING • Lively FIREBALL

"LITTLE WOMEN”

STRAIGHT-EIGHT POWER wilh SELF - SETTING VALVE LIFTERS plus HI-

In Technicolor

POISED ENGINE MOUNTINGS • Cruiser line VENTIPORTS • low-pressure

tires on SAFETY-RIDE RIMS • DUREX BEARINGS, mam and connecting rods

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
JULY 22-23
John Payne, Gail Russell
Stirling Hayden, Dick Foran
George “Gabby” Hayes
In

“EL PASO”
In Cinecolor

BODY BY FISHER.
Ton*

*Standard on ROAOMASTEZ, optronol ol ertra co,I on SUPER models.

in HENRY J. TAYLOR, ABC Network, every Mondoy evening.

C. W. HOPKINS

C. W. HOPKINS

712 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE

BAY VIEW STREET
CAMDEN. MAINE

When

belter automobiles are built BUM trill build them

TO GREATER
VALUE

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturdav
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A preview of Virginia Perry SarI were levied on charges of reckless
gent's paintings was held at the
1 driving and operating without a
Sargent Art Studio, 406 Main
Earl Townsend of Rockland was . l*cense He was committed to the
street. Sunday, this being the 18th
—held by Judge Zelma Dwlnal of Mu- ; County Ja-il upon failure to pay the
anniversary of the paintings. July
nicipal Court Monday on charges fines- The arrest was made at 2
22 is the opening date—public corof giving perjured testimony. The ;a- m- Sunday by patrolmen Spain
dially invited. Those present were:
court acted after hearing on the 1a-nd Benner of the Rockland police,
Miichael Eliot Goriansky, Andover
drunken driving case of Percy ColGrind’le’o’f ’ Rockland was
Mass.; Dr. H. Paharich, director
pnVh^ Tsnn^tV h wT^;lsentenced
30 day.s in jail on
Round
Table
Foundation
Research
July 19-Junior Golf Touranment for
dnveof thecar an * noCob
°d
Laboratory, Camden; Mr. and Mrs
Rockland championship, at Country
Club.
Zlatko Balokovic, Camden; Mr.
son, as police charged.
Osmond Bunker, also of Rockland.
July 20—“The Gospel Heralds" at First
and Mrs. Peter Geist, Rockport; Mr.
court suspended the sentence
Baptist Church
Dwinal. after stating in open f The
and Mrs. Richard E Wahl, Buckand placed Grlndle on six months’
July 21 22—"The Glorified Brat " at
court
that
h©
was
more
than
sus

Watts Hall. Thomaston, auspices of
probation.
inghamshire, England; H. K. Pohapicious of the testimony being of
St. Peter’s Church.
rich. Camden;
James Brown,
July 27—Educational Club picnic at
fer- d in the case, offered to accept
Kenneth Payson, taxi driver, was
Farnsworth Museum; Hilma BradMrs. Minnie Rogers '
a change of testimony from wit- found guilty of the unnecessary
The address of Pvt. John N. street, Rockland; Mr. and Mrs.
July 28—Lawn Paity at St James'
nesses before he made a decision on blowing of the horn on his cab as
Catholic Church. Thomaston.
Northgraves, Jr., A.F. 11199377 is James Moore, Rockland.
Aug. 3—At the Lilmary, Port Clyde, the
what he considered perjured testi- charged by Patrolman Lambert,
3706 Training Squadron 4268 Flight,
-----Baptist Circle Mid-Summer Fair
mony.
The fine and costs were suspended
Plans for a play production will
Aug 5, 6. 7 Maine Lobster and Sea Lackland Air Base, San Antonio,
The hearing of the Colson case py tpe court
foods Festival at Rockland.
I Texas. He would appreciate hear- be discussed at tomorrow's session
had been continued for some days ; Lambert said that the drivers of
Aug. 7—Class of 1914 reunion at Cralg- i mg from his friends
of the Farnsworth Museum Acting
nalr Inn. Clark Island at 3 o'clock.
to permit the State Laboratory to the taxi company, by which Payson
------------------ Class Casting will be done from
Aug 10 -Owl's Heud Baptist Church
return results of a blood test taken u employed, are in the habit of
Fair at Library
ft014-'1
the class and frem Knox County
at tlie tim - -f arrest
. slowing beneath the second story
Mansfield—At, Knox Hospital. July 18, ,Ifi’-ue
Georyp W I Purr an
Aug 16 Rockland Garden Club Flower
to Mr and Mrs. Lloyd Mansfield, a son.
la"8e' ueor8e «. J. Carr, auThe a
ig officer, Daniel
'-n
and blowing to attract
Voung—At Knox Hospital. July is., thor-director of
George s River
Stafford Carroll, 84, of Rockport,
Lainbeit, was suppcit*■.
< her s attention to get
to Mr and Mrs Douglass Young of Showboat, will produce the offercollapsed on the sidewalk at the
testimony of Charles McAuliffe and lncll
claimed a
mg during the Summer. The play
junction of Tillson avenue and j I’honiaaton, a son
Mr-. McAuliffe, who placed Colson, dogging of tralnc as the result o
1
to
Mr
and
Mrs.
Phllbrook
Connell
of
w
'
111
be
Ejected
b>
Geoige
BerliawMain street Monday afternoon. He
and not Townsend, behind the the practice,
sky of the Dramatic Workshop of
was taken to Knox Hospital by po I l'liomaston. a daughter
wheel of the car.
• • • •
Jewell—At Knox Hospital. July 16. to New York.
The
class
will
meet
lice ambulance and placed under Mr and Mrs Charles Jewell, a daugh one-half hour earlier tomorrow at
Colson was found guilty of i Arvld Eggen of Liberty was iced
the care of Dr Charles U. North
drunken driving and was lined $100 $20'and costs of $2.70 for leaving the
^Eggen-At Knox Hospital. July 16. to 7 o'clock. Members please be there
plus costs of court of $5.84 He en- scene cf an accident without makStanley Frankowski is a medical Mr and Mrs Arvjd Eggen of south promptly as a great deal will be
tered an appeal to Superior Court mg himself known. Complainant
a daughter
taken up.
patient at the Maine General Hos Liberty,
and supplied bail in $200
| was Trooper Harold Mitchell of the
Sjtearin—At Knox Hospital. July 17,
_____
pital, .Portland. Mrs. Frankowski to Mr and Mrs Thomas G Spearln. a
. ,
„
• • • •
State Police.
recentlv hud as guests, her sister daughter.
Mrs. David McCarty has been apLeland L. Proctor of Rockland i
• • • .
-----------------pointed chairman of the supper to
and niece from Ipswich, Mass.
was found guilty on drunken driving
Saturday morning, Myron R. BenMARRIED
be held in connection with the lawn
charges and was fined $100 and j nerr of South Waldoboro was found
Falla-Johnson—At Tenant's Harbor. narty Aug. 17 at St Bernard’s DarRenovation of the former fire July
costs of court of $7 94 or 30 days guilty of drunken driving charges
2. Richard H Falla of St. George
. *“7
station in the city building to ac I and Phyllis M. Johnson of Tenant's ’sb grounds. All women of the
.
in jail. He appealed to Superior and was fined $100 and costs of
Photo by Cullen.
commodate the police department Harbor —by Rev James Wilson
parish are requested to attend a
Court and supplied surety in $200. court. He entered an appeal to
The
Star
Pool
Room
on
Park
street
is
open
tor
business
and
is
doing
very
well.
It
is
clean
and
well
run,
started this morning. The quarters
Whjffen-Ristaino—At Rockland July meeting Thursday night at 7 30 in
The Proctor case had also been Superior Court and supplied bail in
owned by Frankling G. Priest, and replaces the old Star Bowling Alleys.
16, Edward Allen Whiffen and Miss
hasemen, hall
will be changed to provide garage Joan
Rlstaino, both of Rockland—by
“dsement nail.
I continued to permit learning the $200
space for the department vehicles E R Keene, J. P
results of a blood test.
in addition to office space. A direct
Rockland police to date
Beal-Billings—At Rockland. July l.
One year ago: Bids were too high
Roger Conant, Warren K. Dorr
chases and sales.
He has been j
passage from the station house to Freeman Willis Beal. Jr
Jr. and Elin for the construction of the South- and Warren E. Dorr motored to
month have arrested six dn
connected
w
ith
the
blueberry
inWilliam
Lucas
of
Union
.held
in
I
Marla
Billings,
both
of
Rockland
the cell block will be provided by Rev. J. Charles MacDonald.
drivers and have obtained on.
End elementary school.--J. A. Great Pend, North Belgrade. Sun1 dustry for 25 years throughout the jail f°r several days upi
i.it
through an existing doorway which
victions on all.
Clancy-Henry—At Rockland. July 2. Jameson, retired grocer, died at the I day, and on their return were acg)
.
lte
to
provide
bail
while
waiting
up
The
New
Plant
Of
Scoblick
has been closed for several years.
Charles Payson Clancy of Rockland age of 74 years—The McIntosh ice- ' companied
by
Carroll Wixson,
Bernard Kuhn, Rocklanu .axi
(end June Hwiry of Thomaston by house was damaged by vandals —1 Scoutmaster of Troop 203 and the
Brothers’ Ready At West
V . ’1 X/ 11 ill It o IVltV V i-TAJ 1* (liu
TVi.'
ilrO • CT1—
TT——
1
.—
Mrs. Charles Fullerton, employed
.
...... driver, was arrested Monday by
ivn-hc
—At Rockland, July Deaths.
Tenants ttHarbor,
Mrs. f0n0Wing scouts who had been
manager.
West
Rockpoi
.
will
be
in
$100
and
costs
of
court
of
$6.84
poilce and was j, 4 On
at O'Hara's Fish Plant, has entered 16.iMcNealey-Young
Rockport
Fred Eugene McNealy and Esther Sarah Anne Brown, 80; Thomaston spending the week at the B S.A.
-----( barge of receiving and shipping. 1 or 30 days in jail He was commit- I tharges of drunken driving
ordthe Pratt Diagnostic Hospital, Bos Frances Young, both of Rockland
Katie Webster, 87; Rockland, Miss Camp Bomazeen: Edgar Sukeforth,
Scoblick Brothers’ new plant at He has had a number of years’ ex- ted to Knox County Jail on failure j ing t0 chief of Police Gei e I
ton.
I Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
IVTarv Pet pi s fil
Clayton
D
oit
,
George
Brackett,
Collins-Dol ham—At Rockland, July
y
*
’est Rockport is a scene of ac- Perience along this line
Bur An- to pay. Arresting officers were city ghaw
shaw reports that Hie arCarl Gray. Leslie Smallwood. Ray
Mr. and Mrs. Kent Stanley and 17, Douglas Elmer Collins of Union and
I’ity. Men are making field Wes ”‘S’ ““Tof^ces^
H^^lonk patr°'men Tho.mPs?n. and Lamberl' rest was made following an accident
Leat
:
ice
J
.
Dolham
of
Warren
by
Rev.
Williams-Brazier
Post
will
meet
mond and Russell Wixson. and
children Margaret and Stanley left J. Charles MacDonald.
■
i ** Clldrge Ol pri)Ccbhliio,
rlLS 101 IL,
An MnnntAin rnnrl which was rpWednesday night at 7 30.
Milton Glad. The boys report a and setting up processing equip- | experience throughout New EngAimee Blood of Rockland was
...
hv
nfcwwr Tn
Sunday for Gainesville, Fla., after
wonderful week including canoe ment which will be ready to operate land will be a great asset.
The fined $10 and costs of $2.70 on |
hv ~M_.„,4 “
five weeks at Glen Cove.
trips,
hiking
and
even
cooking
one
when
the
’
bl
^
r
y
plant
wiU
r
f
e
n
?P
loy
approximately
50
cliarges
of
fishing
without
a
license.
|
resl
Xj
°
n
th
‘
arres“Kuhn
Grant—At Rockland. July 17. Maude
Recreational Director Mike DiMr. and Mrs. Walter H. Robbins i. Grant, wife of william c. Grant, 5 Renzo is seeking a college boy with meal a day.
mg Mueb^i’nes hi Marne for 0^ ” andJ2_m“V'
XXS
6UW“ed ba“
aPP6aranCe ta Mu’
arrived from Nebraska this morn Fulton street, age 72 years Funeral athletic experience to assist in the
Wednesday afternoon at l o'clock at recreational program the remainThursday and Friday at 8.30 p 12 years. At the present time they
ing, and left at once for Mrs. Rob the
The Gospel Heralds, a quintet ham Snow The court suspended nicipal Court Wednesday morning.
First Baptist Church.
Interment .
.
„
. H -®..
bins’ former home in Vinalhaven at Hermon. Maine.
ing slx weeks of the Summer pro- m., "The Glorified Brat" will be will pay 13 cents per pound for field from Wheaton College, will be .at the fine upon payment of costs.
Warren I Meservey of Union is
Richards—At Camden. July 18. Eva gram. Mike explains the position shown at Watts Hall in Thomaston cleaned berries f ob their
West the First Baptist Church tonight at
....
scheduled to answer to charges of
The Coast Guard Cutter Snoho Mae. wife of Winfield s. Richards, as being part time employment in \ Those who were not among the Rockport plant,
7 30 These young people are very , Ansel Holmes of Rockland was falling to heed the signals of an of
mish towed the dragger Katherine ^o'ctoc^from ^ItdenceWi9UHighy sV work with the boys in the Pr°Sram. | many who saw the production in
Growers will be supplied with proficient in music and will be pre- sentenced to a total of 40 days in
in court Tuesday morning,
& Mary to port this morning fol Int* rment in Mountain View Cemetery The attendance at Community Park ' Rockland will be interested in mak- field boxes, and no charges will be senting both instrumental and vocal | jail on two charges, Fines of $20 ! ficer,
according to Shaw. The Incident
lowing an engine breakdown five
Thompson—At vinalhaven. July 16, and the swimming program at mg up for lost time.
and costs of court or 20 days In jail which led to the arrest is said by
made for their use. Trucking ar numbers. The public is invited.
miles southeast by east cf Owl's Dr. r H Thompson.
Chickawaukie Lake has grown to --------------------rangements will be made to take
Shaw to have occurred at the
—At Vina haven. July 16. Arthur
---------------------------Head light early this morning B Arev
care of berries from any growers
Arey aged 68 years.
the PCJnt where DiRenzo and play- !
junction of Main and Limerock
Lt. George Tardiff of Coast Guard
. ----------- —
ground director Beverly Merchant I
who want (hem hauled. Philip A
streets with patrolman Lambert on
FOR
SALE
reports that the Virginia dragger.
in memoriam
need assistance to care properly1
Davis,
West Rockport, general
traffic duty.
In memory of my beloved son. Walter f0 the chiidren taking advantage
which is fishing out of Rockland
manager, will take care of purLeslie Vasso. who died at Fort Wll
...
.
?.
.
i
for the Summer, left Rockland for Hams,
Applicants may
The food sale which had been
National Encampment, July 17 of the program.
the banks shortly after daylight 1938.
contact DiRenzo at Community
42' 8” long, W. L. 45-6 0. A. 50-80 H. P.
planned this week by the D.U.V.,
Alice Vasso and family.
and asked aid a short time later. 59*It
Park in the morning hours or make
has been postponed to a later
Red Wing Motor, Self Starter, Gas Capacity over
Si
Early reports from the dragger
application through the office of the
SATURDAY. JULY 23
date. *
CARD OF THANKS
gave the disablement as burned out
We wish to thank all those who City Manager.
100 Gallons. Fresh Water Tanks, 100 Gals. Kero
AT 2.30 P. M.
motor bearings.
helped in preparing for, had part in
-----------------------sene Burning Cook Stove, Ice Chest, Box Springs,
the progam, served, gave or in any way
Shantung has an area of 56,000
At the Owl's Head Library
Have your watch repaired 'by the assisted in making the centennial square miles.
Hair Mattresses, Corduroy Covered.
____________
A NEW AND BETTER BEANO
Benefit Of the Library.
most expert craftsmanship, tested service at the West Rockport church
On Mooring at Friendship, Maine, Ready for Examination
M s Henid Clerk
Those loiters were delicious.
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
and timed by tne New Scientific IsrST*"
Also
—
Sale
of
Old
Books
At 7.30 P. M.
-----------------best ever—and only 35 cents per
Watclimaster machine at Daniels
By Prospective Purchaser,
CARD OF THANKS
pound at Feyler's, 1190 Rockland. (Auspices of the Library Ass’nl
Jewelers, 399 Main St, Rockland.
St.
Bernard
’s Church Hall
ThePastor and Board of
Trustees, p,pntv of them tro at the lowest
H. A. THOMPSON, Friendship, Maine 58-63
59-60
19tf I Wish
to express publicly, in behalf of Flemy. OI tnem’ lC0’
ine lowesi
Auspices Knights of Columbus
' Union
Church of Vinalhaven. their price in many years.
43-tf

TALK OF THE TOWN

The address of Cpl. George F.
Cassens, R.A. 11173064 has been
changed io 24th Vehicle Repair
Squadron, A.P.O. 74, care of Postmaster, San Francisco, Cal.f. He
has been transferred to the Air
Corps.
-----Lt. Commander and Mrs. J. D.
Akers have purchased the Frank
Knowlton cottage ai Ingraham Hill.
------Frederick Duran, former Rockland police officer, is now employed
as a guard at the Maine State
Prison.

Rockland’s Modern Pool Room

In Municipal Court

■MBHkMHNr

A Busy Place

Cooked Food and
Baked Bean Sale

MOTOR CRUISER VIRGINIA II

BEANO

j
|
i
I

deep appreciation to Dante Pavone,
director and Vinalhaven Players, for
the very fine production of ‘‘Pinafore."
The entire proceeds, which were turned
over to the church, were a goodly
sum, and will be used to advantage.
59 It

For social items in The CourierGazette, phone 1044, City.
59tf
Mail Orders Filled

PUBLIC SUPPER
South Thomaston
Grange Hall

Used
Cars

------------------------------- —------------------------

DONALD H. BROWN, M. D.
ANNOUNCES

The Opening Of An Office For the

PRACTICE OF GENERAL MEDICINE
On Monday, July 18
AT 13 MAPLE STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
58-60

THURSDAY, JULY 21
5-7 P. M.

Rockland Marble
& Granite Works

Raked Beans, Covered Dishes
Salads, Pie, Cake, Doughnuts
Benefit P. T. A. Playground
Equipment and Dental Fund
Price, G5c Adults; 35c Children
58-59

15-tf

RUBBER STAMPS

value than any other food at the same pound price.

ROUND TOP DAIRY, INC.

ANY SIZE
On Order at

DAVIS

WEIGHS ABOUT 2 POUNDS.

At today's price of 10c a pound it supplies more food

20 Lindsey St., Tel. 600
ROCKLAND

A QUART OF MILK

TEL. ROCKLAND 622

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

FUNERAL HOMES

That Generations

Licensed Lady Embalmer

Rockland Tel. 810

SUNHEAT FURNACE OIL PLUS

to Come may

558 Main Street

22 Knox Street

Ambulance Service

Our ample storage facili
ties, backed by Sun Oil
Company’s vast refiner
ies, assure you of an un
interrupted supply of
Sunheat. When you buy
your heating oil from us
you can be certain of re
ceiving full requirements
throughout the year.

CARL M. STILPHEN

LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

i-tf
n choosing a family monu
ment, your choice is not
only for your lifetime, but
for generations to come. We can
help you find lasting satisfaction
through our wide selection of Rock
of Ages family monuments. Each is
backed by a signed guarantee to
you, your heirs, or your descendants.

I

SUNHFAT

Chester|Brooks
WARREN,

TEL. 98

Knox-Linroln-W'aldo Counties

45-tf

5

or

tceic!

Ag«» monument or

J —
rnorkor H

idontiflot oil Rodl

of Ago* monwmonti.

AUTHOR It IB
« i * L 11

MARITIME OIL CO.
TEL.

PARK ST.,

ROCKLAND. ME.,

A Perfect Combination;
Winkler Burners and Sunheat Oil

SALE

SALE

SOLD AT

GIVE AWAY PRICES!
There are lots of not days ihead, so if you

Nelson Brothers
Garage

want to furnish that porch in comfortable out

515 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
58-59

our Summer items regardless of former prices!

Neutral

outboard boating!
The new Johnson
QD! New perform
ance. Breath taking
acceleration. Backs
the wallop of ten full
horsepower (OBC
certified brake h.p. at
4000 r. p. m.) — yet
trolls beautifully!
Mile-Master fuel tank separate — carry it
easily —plug it in,"click”—put it anywhere
in your boat—cruise for hours! Fuel gauge,
rubber mountings, automatic motor speed
controls, light weight, 40 great features.
A new kind of outboard. . OAC CA
Now ready. See us about $ OUvtwU
delivery.

Other models as low as $132.50
Time payments available.

MAIN 5T.HARDWARE CO
PAlNT • STOVES • HOUSEWARES

441 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

wt

Dfirvtt

1371

JOHNSON
O If Tl OA AD

We're cleaning ou'

3.95 FOLDING WOOD CHAIRS

AT LAST! A GEARSHIFT MOTOR for

. 3*8

door style now is the time!

BEACH UMBRELLAS
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Now $ 7.50
DELUXE LAWN UMBRELLA
$33.50 ............................... Now $23.50
29-50 ............................... Now 21.50

Reverse

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

SALE

USED TRUCKS
1918 DODGE STAKE PA,
1' a Toil, 2 Speed Axle
1947 INTERNATIONAL
PICK-UP
1946 GMC STAKE,
l'a Ton, 2 Speed Axle
1946 FORI) PICK-UP
1938 DODGE PICK-UP
1936 CHEVROLET STAKE,
1' _• Ion
1942 DODGE, 1 TON EXPRESS

Forward

Remember

Thomaston Tel. 192

1346 FORI) TUDOR
1941 BUICK SEDAN
1941 PLYMOUTH
CONVERTIBLE
1931 DODGE SEDAN. 4-Door
1935 PONTIAC SEDAN, 4-Door

MOTORS

WARREN

‘A £M

AA AA
ALENA L. SfTAKRSTTT
Correspondent
AA AA
Tel. 40

BSABBL
A A Al

3af*'
f«*«•
elepftffig W
i
i .<**■

Donald Wallace Is attending an
Oil Burner School in Jackson.
Mich.
Mr and Mrs. George Helleman
of Wallingford, Conn., were guests
the past week of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Glidden.
Mrs. Frederick Vogel and Miss
Susan Jeane of New York City are
at the Vogel Summer home
Miss Mary Burns of Chicago is
guest of her mother, Mrs Fannie
Burns
Mrs C C. Berryhill and children
6ue and Tim of Niagara Falls,
N Y., and Miss Kathy Marshall of
Hartford. Conn., arrived Saturday
for a visit with Mrs. Berryhill's
sister, Mrs. Howard A. Marple.
Herbert Lee and Charles Odell,
Jr., have been attending Dirigo
Boys State at University of Ma ne
A special meeting of the stock
holders of
Waldoboro Lockers.
I’
will be held July IQ at 8 p.
m.. at the High School
Mrs Gilbert Croweil
visiting
mother, Mrs. Blanche Lank in
D. C.
nrist. son ->f Mr. and
K-.
ert Christ accompanied
his
to New York City re
cen,
.d will visit friends.
Mi . id Mrs Kenn - Benner of
Whitinsville, Mass,
re recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Flanders.

TENANT’S HARBOR
Mr and Mrs. Elmer M Johnson
of Bennington, Vt., and Tenant's
Ha bor, announce the marriage July
S of
• hter, Phyllis M , to
H. Falla The wedding was
it the brie's home. Rev. James
Wilson oi -pruce Head officiating
Members of the families of the
bride and groom were present. Mr
Falla is the son of Mrs. Robert
Wood. St. George. The young
couple will make their home here
Dr and Mrs Wallace B. Dukeshire
went by motor Saturday to New
York. During
.
visit at his
mother's home, he was a member
of two successful deep sea fishing
parties
It Ls expected that his
medic '
'dates in New York will
hear sto.
regarding the 43-pound
cod he caught on his second trip
Mr and Mrs. Edward Prosser
and son Ri
-<3 nf Iisbon Falls
were guests Saturday of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Allen
Mr. and M
C. Sumner Small of
Searsport vf . ,ue — Sunday, of
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin S Wheeler
Guests of Mrs. Alice Murphy are
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Aldred, Mrs
Winston Leach and daughter, and
Mrs. George Cook, son and daugh
ter, all of Providence. R. I.
The annual picnic of Naomi Chap
ter. O.ES. will be held at •'The
Ledges,” the Summer '.ome of Al
fred Hocking, at Walston, July 23.
Members of Naomi Chapter and
their families "-e invited .and asked
to tt ke srnd'. hes or sweets for
picnic supi - at 5.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hawkins
of Kittery, and Mr. and Mrs. Ger
ald Hawkins and son of West Palm
Beach, Fla., are spending a vaca
tion of two weeks at their home
here.

The republic of Brazil is bounded
by all except two of the South
American republics as well as the
three Guianas.

MOSQUITOES
Why be bothered with these
pests? We can Mosquito-Proof
your place by MIST SPRAYING.
Cheap, Clean and Efficient.

Barn Dance Tonight

Robarts Tree
and Landscape Service
50-tf

'

Congressman Noah Mason of Illi
nois has come up with what we
think is the logical answer to the
problem of repeal of the wartime
excise taxes, at the same time sav
ing the federal government from a
substantial loss of revenue at a
time when a sizable federal deficit
is in the effing
Mr. Mason is author of a bill
now before Congress that would
levy federal income taxes on the
corporate business incomes of co
operatives and four other types of
tax-escaping commercial corpora
tions. He now suggests that this
be tied in with repeal of the war
time excises.
Taxing the untaxed would pro
duce a billion dollars a year in new
federal income. Congressman Ma
son estimates, while it is generally
admitted that repeal of the unpop
ular excise taxes would cost the
government about $500 million in
income If, as Mr. Mason points
out, the Congress would combine
his bill to tax the profits of pres
ently untaxed corporations with
one of the several bills to repeal
the excise taxes, the federal treas
ury would come up with about
$400,000,000 in additional income
without hurting anyone Moreover,
the plan would be a godsend to
small business now forced both to
compete with competitive tax-free
enterprises and at the same time
carry the business-depressing load
of high wartime excise rates on
such commodities as furs, jewelry,
cosmetics luggage, communication,
transportation, and a score of
others.
The desirability of repeal of
these excises is generally recognized
by government officials business
men and the general public. The
stickler has been the loss of reve
nue involved. Mr. Mason's sugges
tion not only does away w.th the
danger of a revenue loss, but
actually provides new, additional
income for the treasury. Congress
should give this earnest considera
tion at this time.
National Tax Equality Asso.

Mrs. Clifford Williams returned
Sunday to Portland, accompanied by
her mother, Mrs. Flora Jones .who
will be her guest for a time.
Patricia Weaver of Allston. Mass.,
is passing a few weeks with Mrs.
Zellie Weaver, Miss Florence Weav
er, and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Weav
er, Sr.
Willis Winchenbach returned Sat
urday to Whitinsville, Mass., after
passing a vacation of two weeks
with his brother-in-law and sister,
Mr and Mrs Charles Pease.
The Teen Timers plan a costumed
barn dance for Tuesday night at
Glover hall.
Mr. and Mrs. William Kelso re
turned Sunday to Wakefield. Mass.,
after passing a few days with Miss
Bertha Starrett. They were accom
panied by their daughter. Miss Jean
Kelso, who was with Miss Starrett
here for the past three weeks .
Mr. and Mrs. Sewall Vaughan and
two sons, who passed a week with
Mrs. P D Starrett, and visited
other relatives in this tqwn, have
returned to Whitman, Mass.
Attention is again called to the
citizens meeting to be held at 7 30
Thursday at Town Hall, to discuss
the public dump situation.
Mrs. Chester Wallace entertained
Saturday at a buffet dinner honor
ing the birthday anniversaries of
her mother, Mrs. Flora Jones of
this town, and of her sister, Mrs.
Clifford Williams of Portland. Five
birthday cakes were in evidence.
Those present were. Mrs Montell
Ross, Sr., and daughter. Eunice. Mrs.
Douglas Rcss and daughter, Rita.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Miller, and
daughters. Gladys and Glenice, and
Mrs. Annie Miller, all of Waldo
boro, Mrs. Ruti, Blackington of
Camden. Mr. and Mrs. William Pod
kowa of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Wallace, Vernal Wallace,
Richard Butler, Mr. and Mrs. Ver
non Ranquist and daughter, Linda.
Mrs.Thelma Dow, and daughters,
Misses Dorothy and Helen Carroll,
and son, Gregory Dow, Howard
Stetson, and Mrs. Montell Ross, Jr mere than twelve feet from the
Call 82-23 for Sheldon's Taxi— porch steps. As late in the season
adv.
52tf as this, lt must be this Ls their
second brood or rather will be when
Go Greyhound, two buses daily. they get settled to housekeeping
Tickets and information at Hillcrest. and raising a family. For several
Tel. Warren 35-41.
53-T-tf days they have been wrestling with
two long dry straws of cured hay
that were caught in the branches
SOUTH APPLETON RIDGE of
a nearby roadside tree as the
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
loaded hay rack passed under.
Please keep in mind when read How either tiny bird maneuvered
ing the following items that “It those long straws to the door of
may be so, it may not be so, but their house is a mystery, but there
it could be;—end quote, with sin they were and as they protuded a
cere apologies to John Gould.
foot cr more from the door they
Grace Marsh and granddaughter were our first awareness to the fact
Wilma from California are at the that building was in progress. No
McCorison homestead. Laura Grant matter how closely we watch we
of the Upper Ridge is visiting Mrs. haven't been able to see beyond
Marsh for a few days.
that flash of blue, but some power
Vivian Pease of New York spent that is almost unbelievable in a
a day recently with Annie Ripley body so tiny and beautiful is grad
Grace Ripley of the Lower Ridge ually drawing those long, stiff
attended Golden Red Rebekah straws in through their door and
Lodge at the Village last Wednes presumably weaving them into
day night.
something that to our thinking is a
Donald Griffin of Appleton was work of art, a nest for their babies.
a recent caller at Lillian Pease's.
Annie Ripley.
The Central Maine seems to shun
I this section of the Ridge. But we TI NA RODS
KEELS
GEAR
are still hoping. The line now ex
U. S. Coast and Harbor Charts
tends as far south as Rupert Fish's.
“Everything Marine”
Take your choice cf turnip, kale,
Wholesale
Retail
endive, swiss chard, beet or broc
MARINE SERVICE, INC.
coli for greens, fresh from the gar
TeL 464
den and the corn is ' spindling'' inot Boothbay Harbor, Me.,
57-69
quite sure of that word) with cu
cumbers and melon plants ‘‘running"
in every direction and hiding a host
of yellow promises under rich green
foliage. But we did have a time
fighting powder bugs and the
striped beetles.
Bluebirds are just building in
the silver leaf maple that is not

Free Estimates

TEL. CAMDEN 785

An Illinois Congressman Be
lieves His Bill Would
Solve a Problem

speEDX

At Glover Hall, Warren
DANCING 9.00 TO 12.30

WOODCOCK S ORCHESTRA

'

'

a

fe

SENSATIONAL NEW LINE OE

ticoU-Atwater
Stttft outboards
Neutral Revert* • Forward
-JUST^Z/Z
GIT CRUIStR CONTROL with
the Scott-Atwater SHIFT.
Start at the dock in Neutral. SHIFT
to Reverse to back up. SHIFT to
Forward to c-r-e-e-p away at a
mile an hour, or to surge ahead at
breath-taking speed. These new
SHIFT models are the biggest
news in outboard history : . . yet
they cost no more than “shiftless’*
outboards! See them now!
♦OBC Ctrt. (£,4200

3

5

HP*
Altemat*

7!w
Alt tmot* f’r,n9

1-16

twin
V20 ««Ph

M7950 ■ $1995#
oHJ
SHIFT
wodals ot

Power
Lawn Mower
Smart lad! He knows our Reo
Royale Power Mower cuts grass
mighty fast. You’ll find it the an
swer to your lawn mowing prob
lem too! The Royale is built by
Reo so you know it's as mechan
ically perfect, efficient and de
pendable as experts can make it.

FULL 2V* CUT
The full 21" cutting width, ad
justable handle and cutting height
and exclusive, power-packed Reo
1 % hp engine enables you to zip
through your lawn mowing chores
without taking an extra breath.
You can mow as many as 3 full
acres in a day.

25 Years Ago

BITARS
SUPPLYTEL.677-470 MA
•ROCKLARO^k

The Royale is self-propelled.
Simple to operate! Tne Magic
Touch" control for starting,xstopoing, speeding up or slow'/
ing down is right at your finger

"P»-

A BIG VALUE!

Only $1 19.50

BITlers
----- SUPPLYr-------TBL.677-470
•ROCKLA RO.*£.

USE INEXPENSIVE
0UR CLASSIFIED
ADS
—EFFECTIVE

Theme For Saturday Night’s
Council Fire Was “White
Gifts For the King”

John W. Burns sold the Ezra
Whitney farm to William P. Stan
ley.
“The White Gifts for the King"
Lieut*Tyler W. Spear was trans
was
the central theme of the Sat
ferred to the U. S. Naval Air Station
urday night council fire at Camp
in Lakehurst, N. J.
Maurice K Shepherd received a Tanglewood, the YWCA camp at
severe wound FoUrth of July while Lincolnville in the Camden Hills.
firing a pistol.
Mrs. Gladys Warren directed the
Elmer Rising was pitching for the program and Roberta Simpson,
Easterns of South Brewer.
Darthea Palmer, Wylda Nadeau,
Everett Chapman of the famous and Joan Sommer lighted the fire
H. M. B polo team was visiting in
Arolyn Francis, Nancy McIntire.
Rockland. He was located In Meri Lynne Footman brought In the
candle for the table where the
den, Conn.
Smackmen were paying 35 cents J white gifts were placed. Miss Carol
Cudhea opened the program by
a pound for lobsters.
telling the story of the white gifts
Collapse of the big freight slip then
all of the members of the Fidat the Eastern Steamship Wharf git
under the direction of
resulted in severe injuries to Fred Miss Unit,
Mills, did carol-reading.
Towers of Searsport, a deckhand. DonnaJoan
Richardson presented the
The Democratic National Conven second gift, music, and then the
tion nominated John W. Davis of white gifts were presented by the
West Virginia and Charles W. Bryan various units.
of Nebraska.
It was turn about holidays at
The City Council voted in favor Tanglewood Friday when campers
of a curfew law.
observed Christmas in July. The
Alfred K. Crockett, long em Summer Christmas is a traditional
ployed at Berry's stable, died in event at Tanglewood and in past
Bangor.
years the tree has been decorated
E. B MacAllister sailed from New with craft gifts which were sent
York for Southhampton, England to foreign countries. This year, be
to attend meetings of the American cause of the difficulty in sending
Bar Association.
things, money is collected each
Harry Brown bought the North Sunday and sent. Christmas carols
End Fruit Store.
were sung and a program presented
S. W. Webster, fish warden, was by the Fidgit Unit under the di
found dead on the Sea and Shore rection of Miss Joan Mills, Miss
Fisheries boat Kilo at Boothbay j Regina Conroy, and Mrs. Gladys
Harbor.
’ Warren.
The Central Maine Power Com i “The Birds Christmas” a short
pany was granted permission t» play, was presented with the fol
raise its passenger rates from 7 to lowing taking part: Deborah Levin10 cents on the lines of the Street tllal, Susan Dennison, Roberta
Railway.
Simpson, and Darthea Palmer.
Arthur B Crockett. 70. died sud Followinig this, Lynne Footman
did some baton twirling. Marcia
denly at his home on Main street.
• • • •
Mansfield did a tap dance, Roberta
Mrs. Rose Hathorn died in Simpson and Darthea Palmer did
Thomaston, aged 85 years.
a duet on taps, Diana Wiseman
Lightning struck Charles McKen sang “Buttons and Sows” and “I
ney's residence in Rockport. No Was Riding Down the Trail to
body was injured.
Sante Fe.” Then there was music
Herbert Kirkpatrick bought the by the Rhythm Band under the
Joseph Jacobs house on Main street, i direction of Miss Regina Conroy.
Thomaston.
The following are members of the
The Thomaston handtub R. H. band: Marcia Mansfield, Susan
Counce won first money at the Dennison, Jean Toner. Judith Har
Bath muster.
riman, Wylda Nadeau, Roberta
Simpson, Joan Sommer, Deborah
The marriages for this period Levinthal. Darthea Palmer, Sharon
were:
Preston, Linda Brooks, Gail Strong,
Thomaston. June 28 Forrest Dorothy Bradford, Janice McIn
Farnham of Cushing and Muriel tosh. Mary Lee Grant, Anne Wey
Payson of Thomaston.
mouth, Arolyn Francis, Jean MelRockland. June 25. Earle B. Car gard. Jane Harmon, Suzanne Sum
ver and Lillian A. Dunham, both mer. Nancy McIntire, Lynne Foot
of Camden.
man. Diane Poster, Judith Cleve
Warren. June 28, William H. Mor land, Betty Ann Carroll.
rison of Seattle .Wash., and Janet
E. Boggs of Warren.
Owls Head. June 29, Albert F.
Orne of Southport and Mrs. Eliza
beth A. Booth of Boston.
o a
o
a a
Clifton, Conn. June 14, Lyford
W. Arey, formerly of Vinalhaven
MRS OHARlyOTTE HAWES
and Mary A. Pyle of Clifton.
Correspondent
Bar Harbor, June 26, Arthur E.
Starrett and Alena L. Waits, both
Telephone 3-31
of Warren.
Portland. June 28. Kenneth Castner of Waldoboro and Violet Niel
Mrs. Gordon Stanley and daughson of Portland.
Bangor. June 28. Kenneth T. I ter Joyce of Manchester, Conn,
Wooster of Rockport and Freda M. are guests of Rev and Mrs. Lyal
Calhoun.
Armstrong of Fort Fairfield.
Barbara Ann Howard of Coopers
Searsport. July 2, John J. Rooney
of Searsport and Nerita M. Leach Mills is guest of her grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. John Howard while
of Stockton Springs.
Thomaston June 30, Weino J. i her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Warner
Heino and Lempi C. Olsen, both of Howard, are in Rhode Island.
Sgt. Richard Knight will leave
North Cushing.
Vinalhaven, July 3, Alton F. i tomorrow on his return to Waco,
Texas.
Oakes and Agnes C. Conway.
Arlene Anderson of Bath is
Portland, July 2, Benjamin B.
Hunt of North Cushing and Ade j visiting her grandparents, Mr. and
line F. Hoffses of South Waldo Mrs. Burleigh Esancy.
Mr. and Mrs Harold Burnham
boro.
Manchester, N. H„ July 1. Lloyd returned to their cottage at Sen
E. Daniels and Gernell Garnett, nebec Pond after a business trip to
their home in Greenfield, Mass.
both of Rockland.
Mrs. Michael Halligan of Warren
Warren. July 12, Ralph B. Crock
was guest Friday of her sister, Mrs.
ett and Luella Ring.
• * • •
Bliss Fuller, at the Fuller cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sherrard and
The births for this period were:
Lewiston. June 26, to Mr. and son Harold of Portland spent the
Mrs. Chester Sprague, a daughter— week-end with Mrs. Zena Nelson.
The Odd Fellow and Rebekah
Glenys Adelaide.
North Haven, July—to Mr. and Field Day will be held July 24 at
Round Pond.
Mrs. Edgar Dorr, a son.
Frank Goff and Wendell Butler
Rockland, July 2. to Mr: and Mrs.
(returned Saturday from a business
Herbert Oxton, a daughter.
Rockland. July 5, to Mr. and Mrs. trip to Monhegan.
Mr. and Mrs Dwight Pettigrove
Harold Richards, a son.
Rockland. July 3, to Mr. and Mrs. and son Bradley of Rockland, were
Orrin W. Burns of Friendship, a guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Blake.
daughter—Thelma Oretha.
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Calderwood,
Rockport, July 4. to Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Beverage of Camden, a Ann and Billy Thurston of RockI land, and Mr. and Mrs. John Cas
daughter, Shirley Frances.
South Hope June 27, to Mr. and well of Bangor, were visitors Thurs
Mrs. Fred Merrifield, a daughter— day at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Doris Ruby.
i Charles Thurston.
Ash Point, July 9, to Mr. and
Mrs. Georgia Mills has returned
Mrs. Elmer D. Curtis, a daughter— to Washington, D C., where she
Marian Marie.
has employment.
Deer Isle, July—to Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Champane
Paul Scott, a daughter.
and Miss Hazel Sherman of Adams,
Swans Island, July 5, to Mr. and Mass., who have been at a cottage
Mrs. Donald Joyce, a daughter.
in Washington, were callers Thurs
Rockland, July 10, to Mr. and day on Mrs. Carrie Esancy.
Mrs. Percy Brown, a daughter—
Mr. and Mrs James Nemphos
Cynthia.
returned Saturday to Baltimore.
Camden July 10, to Mr. and Mrs.
Members of the Boy Scout Troop
Peter P. McGrath, a son—Peter with, leader Rev. Lyal Calhoun,
Paul.
camped Friday night at 100-Acre

UNION
A

WHITE Four-burner OU Stove, with
built-in oven, for sale; 20 FREDERICK
ST
_______ 59*61
ANTIQUES bought and sold LOUTS
PARREAULT, SR.. Tel. Warren 38 21.
59tf

FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

BIRD Houses. Garden Fences and
Flower Trellises for sale.
RATES
CRAFT SHOP. 14 Preecott 8t„ City.
56*T 65

HERE’S WIIAT IS COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines In
serted onee for 50 cents, two times for 75 cents. Additional
lines 10 cents each for one time; 20 cents for two time*. Five
small words to a line.
Sperial Notice! All “blind ads” so called I. e. advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

STANDING Hay for sale. TEL. 36L.W,

DID ylou know that you can buy
both Antique and Used Furniture at
the OLD BLAKE Barn, opposite the
Esso station. Main St. Terms reason
ably____________ __________________
NEW 14-ft. Canvas-covered Boat, for
sale
Tel. Warren 6-41.
CHARLES
LUNDEN
5860
NEW 14’ Skiff, for sale with oars. $65
GIRL'S 24“ Bicycle lor sale; Boy's 26”
Must see to appreciate; 20 HYLER ST
Bjcvcle.
Excellent condition. TEL
Thomaston
59-11
628 -R.
_______
SMALL, male. Fox Terrier Dog for
~ SPEED Boat. 12ti ft. for sale, prac
sale. One year old. FLORENCE DANI- tically new. Call at 14 CAM-DEN ST
ELLO. Pleasant St Call around noon
58*61
59-lt
NINE ROOM House for sale, at 14
27 LOBSTER Boat, for sale; fullyInquire wlthtn.
58*60
equipped. 8 to 10 h.p
2-cyllnder JAMES ST
40 ACRE Farm. 6-room House, well
Palmer motor; tn very cood condition,
write or Tel V BURTON, Monhegan. elec., for sale; $600 in cash down will
Me
Tel 9022 3 after 4pm
59-61 buy this one. E W. COFFIN, Owl s
Tel 551-W2.
58 59
SIX-CYI.INDER Gray Motor for sale Head
77 h p. straight drive, used very little _LARGE SIZE Mundet Home, farm,
with 7 ft. shaft and stuffing boxes. or store Freezer, 60 cu. ft. with four
side-opening doors, complete with It
TEL TENANTS HARBOR. 47 12
59*61 H P Curtis condensing unit
Used
BLACK and White 2 burner Florence for experimental purposes only, one
year,
asking
half
original
cost,
$675
Oil Stove for sale Center oven butlt-in SEBASCO FISHERMENS
ASSOCIA
PHONE 714 W motnings
59-60
TION. Scbasco. Me
TeL Phippsburg
COCKER Spaniel Puppies for sale 1 W3._______________________________ 58*60
Three males all black
TEL. 35 11
15 FOOT Sail Boat. V-bottom, cen
Warren.
59-61
terboard model, good condition, excelBUICK (1937) four-door Sports Se lent sails. $85 00
D S DOOLITTLE.
dan for sale. A real buy. TEL. TEN Lincolnville or JOHN BIRD. Camden
58 59
ANTS HARBOR 5-12
59-61

FOR SALE

WANTED

FOUR Old Wagon Wheels wanted
TEI, THOMASTON 109
59*61
MAN with car wanted
Ram lngs
from $50 up.
Write "EARNINGS. '
c; THE COURIER GAZETTE
59 61
CHILDS Youth Bed. wanted,( tn
good condition. TEL 375-W3.
59-60
WOMEN over 35. to travel or do local
work with National Sorority
For ap
pointment call LAURA DUCKWORTH
Tel. 580.Hotel Rockland
59*60
AGED or Semi invalid Ladies to care
for at my home MRS. AGNES HALL
Tel. Warren 57-11.
59-61
HOUSE, 3 or 4 rooms, wanted to rent;
adults. TEL. 223 W from 4 to 7 p. m.
59*60
MEN wanted to Rake blueberries.
ROLAND MILLER. Union. Me
58*60
UNDER GRADUATE Nurse would like
convalescent and rfiaternity cases. Will
go anywhere. TEL WARREN 94.
58*59
IF you have any antique furniture,
old glass or other articles you wish
to dispose of I would like to buy them.
Write E. C.. care of The Courier-Ga
zette, Rockland Me.
58*63
SMALL Male Dog. wanted; one year
or so old; F’ox Terrier breed preferred.
NOTICE is hereby given of the loss
WALTER ANDERSON. Friendship.
of deposit book number 11189 and the
57*59 owned of said book asks for duplicate
in accordance with the provisions of
the State law KNOX COUNTY TRUST
CO.. by Lendon Jackson. Treas.. Rock
land Branch. Rockland. Me.. July 19.
I WILL BUY
1949
59-T-65

LOST AND FOUND

1st and 2d Mortgages

TO LET

On Real Estate

"UNCLE BEN"
12 Myrtle St., Rockland, Me.
Tel. 670

40-tf
PIANOS and House Organs Tuned.
$4 00. Pipe Organs tuned. $50. JOHN
HHUBBS. 69 Park St Tel 199-M. 57*62
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102 Union
St. Grove St. entrance.
Tel. 94-W.
EVA AMBS
ANTIQUES. Glass. China. Furniture,
old Paintings, etc., wanted
CARL E
FREEMAN, Glen Cove. Tel. Rockland
103
8tf

MISCELLANEOUS
PROBLEMS? Send 5 questions. $1
stamped envelope to REV RUTH MA
THI AS. 827 Broadway. Everett. Mass
Full page reading.
59tf
ARCHIE L BARNES- Well Drilling.
For information, call BOB SELIGER.
Tel <08
17*T*<M

Island, Crawford Lake.
Bazaar h.v Auxiliary

The Legion Auxiliary Fair will be
held Friday, afternoon and evening
on the Common with Mrs. Barbara
Rich as general chairman A pub
lic lobster stew supper will be
served in the dining room of the
Masonic Temple from 6.30 to 7.30.
Rockland City Band will give i
concert between 8 p. m., and 9 p
m.
Mrs Eleanor Heald is supper
chairman, assisted by Mrs. Mildred
Goff and Mrs. Eleanor McAllister;
tickets, Mrs. Edith Payson; punch
Mrs. Barbara Russell; grabs, Mrs
Ruth Leonard; white elephants,
Mrs. Priscilla Clark; sceond-hand
books and toys, Mrs. Betty Rich,
candy, Mrs. Lilia Morton; fancy
work, Mrs. Ariel Leonard; parcel
post, Mrs. Loretta Rich; rummage
table, Mrs. Madeline Gibson j
cake will be donated by Mrs Lil
lian Niskala. Beano will be under
direction of the Legion members.
Articles not sold at the Fair will
be auctioned off. Rain or shine,
the Auxiliary Fair goes on!

SOUTH THOMASTON

FOUR ROOM Furnished Apartment
to let.
Inquire HERBERT HILL
GROVE 107A South Main street
59*61
FURNISHED Apartment (5 rooms) to
let. in Camden; 2bdrms.. all modern
impr newly renovated, central location.
TEL CAMDEN 2853
59 60
TWO ROOM Furnished apartment to
let
Heated and hot water
Can be
seen on the premises after 10 a m..
t 65 Talbot Ave . JOHN THURAU.
59-60
FURNISHED Apartment to let from
Sept, to June
No children. TEL.
76-R
59 It
IN Camden. Apartment to let. with
bath, nice condition. TEL. CAMDEN
2672.
58 59
FOUR-ROOM Cottage to let. July 17
to Aug 20. TEL 30 W1
58*60
NEW Cottage at Norton’s Pond, to
let; accommodates 4.
Apply 6 Alden
St . CamdeTi
TEL 2740.
58-60
FURNISHED 2 rcom Apt with flush
Available now until Oct. l. Adults
only. TEL. 115^-M
58 59
SMALL Furnished Apartment Adults.
Apply in person at 11 James St be
tween 5 and 6 o’clock.
56tf
NEW 3 room cottage to let. furnished,
hot and cold water, bathroom, gas,
electricity, private adjoining beach,
excellent view; available after July 17.
Write or phone EDGAR JOHNSON.
Pleasant Point. Me. Tel. Thomaston
188-11.
56 61
SIX ROOM Cottage to let at Ingra
ham Hill, modern conveniences. RILEY
STROUT, Box 893, Rockland.
53tf
UNFURNISHED 3 room Apartment
with bath, to let
TEL 492.
52tf
KITCHENETTE Apartment with bath
to let.
Apply BICKNELL’S HARD
WARE
51tf

ROOMS
$/2
VJ

per

WEEK

DOUBLES—$8.00
Best Room Value in Rockland
WINDSOR HOUSE

12 Myrtle St.,
Rockland
Tel. 670
41-tf
ONE Furnished Apartment to let V
F STUDI.EY. Tel 8060
26tf
ROOMS. Board by day or week;
WEBBERS INN. Tel. 340-3, Thomas
ton.
Jtf

child health conference will be
People who profit by their mis
held at Mrs Arlene Drinkwater's
home, Spruce Head, July 20 at 9.45 takes will find they really have
a. m. where children under six will made no mistakes.
be examined by a physician with a
district field nurse in attendance.
Offered will be: Diphtheria toxoid,
INCLUDE
smallpox vaccine, whooping cough
vaccine. For transportation, Mrs
Eileen Hopkins may be consulted.
A

SPRUCE BEAD
A child health conference will be
held at Mrs. Arlene Drinkwater's
home, Spruce Head, July 20 at 9 45
a. m. where children under six will
be examined by a physician with a
district field nurse in attendance.
Offered will be: Diphtheria toxoid,
smallpox vaccine, whooping cough
vaccine. For transportation, Mrs.
Eileen Hopkins may be consulted.

jCHVILL

In Your Spring Huusecleanlng
Program

UNITED HOME
SUPPLY CO.
579 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 939
Where Willow St. and Rankin
St Meet
Painters' Business Solicited

37-tf

BUYERS WAITING

FREE ENGINEERING SERVICE
—ON—

I

hare

two

buyers

waiting,

eager to buy dairy farms. These

are spot sales.

Phone me at

once, I have a buyer who wants
to get into the lobster business.

PLUMBING, HEATING, AND
ELECTRIC WATER PUMPS

EXTRA SPECIAL VALUE
(Exclusive)

NO PUSHING

twin

Sm

REO ROYALE

FOR SALE

Camp Tangle wood

Taxing The Untaxed

WALDOBORO

io!

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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It is with a great deal of pleasure that we an
nounce a new service of giving free estimates on
your plumbing, heating or electric water pump re
quirements. Take advantage of this free engineer
ing service, and call—
ROCKLAND, 205 or 206
Take Advantage Of Our Budget Plan. Take Three A'ears to Pay.

H. STREET,
H. CRIE COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

328 MAIN

33-tf

A28-339—Seven

rooms,

Cape

Cod style; U. 8. No. 1, Rockport.
Good condition, modern, bath, 3
rooms all new; 2 poultry build

ings, 1-car garage.

$4590.

WEST FARM AGENCY,
INC.

Wtittf-Ciak
Gas Ranges
THE GLENWOOD
Gas and Oil
THE TAPPAN
Gas

Gas Water Heaters
THE SERVEL
GAS REFRIGERATOR
It’s Silent
SOLI) AND SERVICED BY

Charles E. King. Rep.

A. C. McLoon & Co.

HOSMER POND ROAD

PHONE 8537. CAMDEN
1-tf

47-tf
LEDERLE’S Newcastle Disease Vac
cine for sale. Live virus—modified for
safety; 100 and 500 dose bottlea. H
W LITTLE, Rockland, Me. Tel. 53a.
2Rtf
HOUSE lots between Camden and
Rockport on new state Highway for
sale. PHTL.IP THOMAS, Washlngtoa
St. Camden. Me
40tf
STEEL Rails 60 lbs . several thousand
feet for sale. Good for boat railways
or lumber yard to stack lumber. JOHN
MEEHAN *. SON. Clark Island. Tel
Rockland 21-W2. A C. Hocking, Penanl's Harbor Tel, 56-13.__________ 3Stf
H ARDWodo-very beet grade, mostly maple—delivered 4 ft. or fitted aa
wanted. Phone or write: HILLORE8T
Warren, Me.
jjtf

REAL Dry 81abwood, sawed stove
lengths. J10 for a large cord load, fast,
free delivery.
Call or write, uniCREST. Warren. Tel. 35-41.
15tf
WASHING Machine and Wringer Roll
Repairing. Pick up and deliver. TeL
677. Rockland, BITLER CAR * HOKE

8UPPLY.

Ideal

location for gift shop or the like.

REAL ESTATE
Bargains
No. 1. Cottage on beautiful like with
large lot land. 3 rooms, large piazza
6x18 Utlltly shed; 2 boats. 1 outboard
motor.
Well furnished.
Price $1700
No. 2 Fine retirement Home of 6
■rooms, electricity.
Telephone, fine
well of water. Stable 20x25 with shed
connecting to house. Mall delivered,
near store. River near with fishing.
Price $1200
No 3. Good opportunity for com
mercial garage.
Building 30x45 ft.
with cement floor. Situated on busy
highway
House 6 rooms, electricity,
furnace, water piped in. Price $1750.
STROUT REALTY.
“Since 1900"
John Quincy Adams, associate
Phone 20-31
Liberty. Me
____________________________ 58*59 »
1937 2 door Chevrolet for sale with
radio and heater. TEL. 919 R. 57-59
“VARIOUS City Lots for sale, at less
than city valuation. TEL. 520-M
___________________________________ 57-59
SIX-ROOM Cottage at Cooper's
Beach, for sale; fireplace, lights, water.
7 min from town. TEL 178 R or call
at 55 Masonic St.. City.
57-59
' EASTMAN Cine-Kodak Eight, model
20 with tripod, excellent condition,
practically new one room Coleman OU
Heater, Kalamazoo Kitchen Range,
coal or oil.
Used three years, halflength Mirror. Down Puff. Crib. Tux
edo. size 38. cheap, Sl&te Blackboard.
Wardrobe Trunk; 6 Elliot St., Thomas
ion
TEL. 61
57-59
1936 BEACHWAGON for sale. $150
Good condition PEASE GARAGE. Glea
son St.. Thomaston.
57*59
OLDSMOBILE.
5-passenger Coupe.
1941) for sale; good rubber, one owner.
MRS A S. LOVE. Tenant’s Harbor
Tel. 23
57 59
YEAR ROUND Cottage for sale; 7
rooms, completely furnished, double
sized lot. lake shore. Hosmer Pond.
Camden
PAUL McFARLAND.
Tel.
Camden 8260
57-59
“NEW Sail Boat. 18 ft V-bottom. Not
rigged Bargain priced. V. L PACK
ard. 45 Granite St
56tf
FORD V-8. 2 ton Truck (1937). for
sale, or trade for house trailer. TEL.
1091-W C E GROTTON, 139 Camden
St., city___________________________ 56-61
SEASHORE
Homes and
Country
Farms from $1800 to $38,000. E W?
COFFIN. Tel. 551 W2. Owl’s Head
_________ ___________________________ 55-64
DRY. Sawed Slab Wood for sale; $7 00
per load, approximately 1 cord. Free
delivery
TEL WARREN 38 22
57*61
AFRICAN Violets, six varieties. Be
gonias, Gloxinias and a fine assortment
of Summer House Plants. THE DEANS'
GREENHOUSE. 325 Old County Rd
Tel 348 J.__________________________ 65*60
ICE Refrigerator for sale. 3 feet high,
3 feet wide, nice condition. Will sell
cheap
TEL 971 Ml.____________
63tf
SWEET Peas 50 cents a bunch and
mixed bouquets. GRACES GARDENS
Mrs Charles A Swift. 9 Booker St..
Thomaston. Tel. 114-4
51tf
FOR SALE
Well
located single and double
Houses, In and outside of Rockland.
Some can be bought on' email down
payments
ALso listed. Farms. Cottages, Bummer
Estates. Income Property and 6hore
Acreage.
If you are Interested in buying any
type of Real Estate, come In and see
tf we have It; If not listed we will try
to find something that meets your re
quirements
Always glad to serve you.
L A THURSTON
38 Beech St., Rockland. Me., Tel. 11S9

TEL. 51,

ROCKLAND. ME.

35-tf

ijtf

GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
'
Stone Walks, Flagging. WaU Stone,
Paving. Property Markers, Honor Rolla,
Pier Stone, Outdoor Fireplaces, Alp Rap
for Breakwaters and Plera. Boat UoorIngs and Chain. Culvert 8tone
"EVERYTHINO IN ORANITH*
BUILDING STONE
JOHN MEEHAN * SON
Clark Island, Ma
Tel. Rockland 21-W3
A. C. Hocking
Tel. Tenant’s Harbor M II
___ __________________ _______________ «-«
CONCRETE Products for sale—Buri
al vaults, septic tanka, building posts,
outside concrete work, air oompresenr
work. ROBERT O. BURNS. TeL 1431

>

BODY and FENDER
WORK
COMPLETE PAINT W)B8
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
REPAIRS

ANY TYPE OF WELDING

Rowling’s Garage
778 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MB.
TEL. 202-W

HI

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

VINALHAVEN
MRS. OSCAR LANS
Correspondent

tel. as

,

r

Mr. and Mrs. Flavius L. Ames re
turned Saturday to Whitinsville,
lttass., after spending two weeks at
their Summer home in Old Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert L. Ames cf
Whitinsville and Miss Etta F. Ames
of Attleboro returned home Sat
urday, having been guests cf Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert D. Ames for two
weeks
Walter Pendleton and sister. Miss
Carrie Pendleton
of Brookline.
Mass., have arrived at their Sum
mer home, Rock Cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Conway
and son of Hartford spent the
eek-end with his parents, Mr.
nd Mrs Max Conway.
Mrs. Frank Thomas has as
guests. Mr. a«d Mrs. A. E. Rowe
of Boston and Mrs. A. L. Mixer
and son Richard of Belmont, Mass.
Mrs. O V. Drew entertained
Thursday at three tables of bridge.
First honors went to Mrs. Tena
Christie; consolation to Mrs. Cora
Peterson; guest prizes to Mrs
Harvey Webster,
Mrs. Harland
Dearborn and Mrs. Chester Hatha
way. Lunch was served.
Mrs. Harold Marr (Gladys Sim^oons) ant} daughter Miss Beatrice
Marr of Portland are guests of Mr.
and Mrs Max Conway.
Miss Beverly Prosser who was a
visitor at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Freeman Roberts, returned
Sunday to Lisbon Falls.
Frank Green, guest of Bruce
Grindle, has returned to Southbridge, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Smith re
turned Friday from Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs Thomas Baum, Mr.
and Mrs Russell Kelly and son,
Richard of Belmont. Mass., are at
|jheir Summer home on East Main
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Smith of
Boston arrived Saturday for a visit

<
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with their son. Edward Smith, Jr.
Miss Martha Thompson came
Saturday from York village.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Roberts of
Southbridge, Mass , are visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Freeman L.
Roberts.
Mrs. Annie Richards of Stoning
ton is guest of Mrs. Frank Mullen.
Mrs. Jessie Lloyd has returned to
Boston, having visited her daugh
ter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Philip Bennett
Mrs. Kenneth Smalley has re
turned from Belfast where she
spent the week-end with her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Collins.
Mrs. Dorothy Ratcliffe of West
Hartford, Conn., is visiting her sis
ter, Mrs. Scott Littlefield.
Miss Louise Philbrook who was
guest of her sister. Mrs. Florence
Speers, returned Saturday to Rock
land.
Walter Edward White celebrated
his ninth birthday July 14 at his
home by entertaining Harold An
derson, Teddy Ames, Ralph Smith,
Harry Conway, Van Conway, Byley
Martin, Kirk Hansen and Barbara
White. Games were played and
luncheon included a large decorated
birthday cake, ice cream and punch
Walter received many cards and
gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Clayter and
son Jimmy who were visitors at the
home of Mr. Clayter’s parents. Mr
and Mrs. Fred Clayter, returned
Wednesday to Washington, D. C.
Hal Roberts entertained Friday
night at his home. Thomas Mat
thews, Leon Cloughier, Henry Lark
in and Walter Cheffern of Worces
ter, Mass., at a lobster supper. They
returned home Saturday, having
spent the past week at the Teel
House.
Mrs. Charles Lenfest was hostess
Thursday at a dinner party. Pres
ent were Mr and Mrs. Mont Arey,
Mrs. Minnie Smith, Mrs. Alice
Strickland, Mrs. Lora Hardison,
Mrs. Louise Wareham, Mr. and
Mrs. George Newbert and Mrs.
Arthur Lenfest.
Mr and Mrs. Samuel Segal re
turned Saturday to Boston having
spent the past week w’ith Mrs.

The Ideal Summer Drink

ED

Segal's mother, Mrs .Maurice Calderwood.
Mrs. Margaret Glidden had as
guests her niece, Miss Bernice Vinal
and friend, Miss Mabel Kamm of
Boston.
Miss Laura B. Sanborn of Kents
Hill arrived Thursday and is with
her sister, Mrs. Arthur Arey.
Fred Chills returned Saturday to
Whitinsville, Mass., after spending
two weeks vacation with his mother,
Mrs. Margie Chilles.
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Johnson have
as guests their niece, Mrs. Murray
Zwicker and her son Carl of Boston
Guests registered at The Islander
last week were: Mr. and Mrs. Allan
Mack, Victor Fortune, New York
City; Mr. and Mrs. John H. Whit
man. Ridley Park. Penn.; Miss June
Cowles, Miss Patricia White, Miss
Frances Ambrosini, Thompsonville,
Conn.: Miss Shirley Cummings,
Miss Shirley Simmons, Miss Mar
jorie Cummings, New Bedford,
Mass.; Gary Morgan. Hollywood,
Calif.; Robert Lowell, Stonington;
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Fay, Gor
don Fay. Winchester, Mass.; Miss
Edith Lean, Miss Doris Lydon, Bos
ton. Mass.; Dana Smith, Jr., Bel
fast; Edward Dearborn, Camden;
James Mayo, Thomaston.
The V. I. I. Club met Wednesday
at, The Islander for a chicken din
ner. Those present were; Lucy
Skoog, Bessie Geary. Sada York,
Ruth Gray, Marie Clark, Minnie
Beckman and Joyce Ames.
Mrs. Gertrude Schroeder of War
ren entertained at dinner Wednes
day at The Islander—Mr and Mrs.
Carl Schroeder. Misses Carole and
Sue Schroeder of Detroit, Mich.,
and Miss Ruth MacBride of Wor
cester, Mass.
Dr. and Mrs. George Truitt of
ChaddS Ford, Penn , were hosts at
supper Friday at The Islander to
Mr. and Mrs. Davie Strawson of
Valhalla, N. Y., Carol and Stan
Strawson of Syracuse, N. Y„ Sally
and Jardy Truitt. The supper was
in honor of Mrs. Strawson's birth
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Luce of Na
tick, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. T. Sam
uelson of St. Albans, N. Y., and Mr.
and Mrs. Rebar Johnson of Oberlin,
Ohio were recent dinner guests at
The Islander.
The cutter “Phoenix” of Boston,
was anchored in the harbor the
past week waiting for the fog to
lift, On board were Mr. and Mrs.
P. T. Bodge of Hartford, Conn., and
Leonard Scanlon of Boston. While
in town they were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. R. Mont Arey at their
Summer home on Lane’s Island.
Dr. and Mrs. Herbert Sanborn of
Waterville were week-end guests of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. W.
Sanborn.
Anderson-Pierce
Miss Lorraine Pierce, daughter of
Mrs William Adair of this town,
formerly of Lexington, Mass., and
Arthur S. Pierce of Lexington, was
married July 1 at 8 p. m. to Wil
26 liam Anderson, son of Mr. and Mrs.

"SALADA'
TEA.

William Anderson, Sr., of West
Roxbury, Mass.
The marriage took place in the
living room at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Jellis in Lexington.
Decorations were garden daisies and
ferns.
The double ring ceremony was
performed by Rev. Robert Schade,
pastor of Unitarian Church.
The bride’s gown was white em
broidered organdy and she carried
a bridal bouquet of garden daisies
and baby breath. The bride’s sis
ter, Miss Patricia Pierce', was maid
of honor. She wore a gown of
dusty pink and carried a bouquet
of garden daisies. Arthur Jellis, a
friend of the family, was best man.
Mother of the bride and mother of
the groom wore printed silk suits.
The groom presented each with a
corsage of orchids.
A reception followed the cere
mony and a wedding lunch included
a large bridal cake, topped with
white roses and silver leaves.
Attending the wedding were a
group of relatives and intimate
friends.
The bride is a graduate of Bos
ton School of Practical Art and is
employed in the Practical Art Staff
at Filcne's Store in Boston. Mass.
The groom attends Boston Univer
sity and is employed at Bedford
Mass., airport.
The couple are on a wedding trip
to New York.

MARTINSVILLE
Mr. and Mrs Roy Hupper and
son of Melrose, Mass., arc passing
their vacation at the Turner cot
tage.
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Dwyer
have returned to Glens Falls, N. Y.,
after spending two weeks with Mr.
and Mrs Charles Dwyer. They
were accompanied by Miss Anne
Thibadcau who also was guest of
the Dwyers for a week.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Davis of
Connecticut are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Winslow Watt at Glenmere,
and Donald Watt of Bath is home
with his parents for an indefinite
stay
Mrs. Colby Hooper of Conn., and
Mrs. Eugene Watts and daughter
Jeanie Mae of Camden are guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Barter.
Miss Marjorie Marshall and Miss
Martha Smith of West Somerville,
Mass., are spending the Summer
at “Sunny Meadows."
Recent guests of the Hannemann's on the Head have been:
Mrs. Arthur Soule of Augusta; Mr.
and Mrs. Ellis Parmenter and
daughter of Ashville, N. C.; Miss
Hope and Helen Robinson of
Brewer, Mr. and Mrs Frank Den
nis of Alfred and Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Mitchell of Saco.
A fish chowder supper was held
at the Ridge Church vestry Thurs
day with a goodly attendance.
Have you ever noticed how some
guy is always doing something that
couldn't be done?

AT THE STRAND THEATRE
THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

ASH POINT

OWL’S HEAD
Mrs John Gay, 3d of South
Bristol visited recently at the home
of Mrs. Evelyn St. Clair.
Mr. and Mas. Sterling Cobb of
New Haven, Conn., have returned
home after spending the past week
with her parents, Mr and Mrs.
M. E. Scammon.
Mrs. Francis Dyer. Oscar Foster
and Mrs Annie Farrell motored
Thursday to Franklin. Mass. They
were accompanied by Mrs. Mary
Reade, who had been guest of Mrs.
Dyer the past week, as far as Wal
tham. On return they were ac
companied by Mrs. Farrell's mother,
Mrs. Katherine Hickey of Frank
lin.
Friends and neighbors gave a
j surprise stork shower Thursday for
Mrs. William Butman at her home
on Ingraham’s Hill. Mrs. David
Knowlton and Mrs. Floyd Mont
gomery acted as hostesses and
served refreshments. The guest list
included Mrs. Frank Ross, Mrs.
Chester Robarts, Mrs. Ethel Payson,
Miss Louise Payson, Mrs. Dana
Knowlton, Mrs. Howard Tarr, Mrs.
Clarence Rogers, Mrs. Robert Har
vey, Mrs. Louis Mathicson, Mrs.
Ralph Everett, Mrs. Maynard Ames,
Mrs. Charles Worcester, Mrs Jack
Garnett. Mrs. Fila Berry, Mrs. Phyl
lis Harvey, Mrs. Frank Elliott, Mrs.
Walter Guptill, Mrs. Florence Pat
terson, Mrs. Charles Montgomery.
Mrs. Louise Ingraham, Mrs. Frank
Butler, Mrs. Joseph Baum, Jr., Mrs.
Harry Payson, Miss Elinor Payson,
Mrs. John Wiley, Mrs. Edmund
Walton, Miss Joyce Wottcn. Mrs.
Ted Haskins and Miss Jane Harvey.
The Village Garden Club met last
week with Mrs. Edna Wotton. These
officers were elected: President,
Edna Wotton; vice president, Ber
tha Borgerson; secretary, Helen
Ciaravino;
treasurer, Catherine
Hallet. Plans were made to hold
a picnic Aug. 17 at the home of
Mrs. Ernestine Tinsley, Hendrick
son's Point. Refreshments were
served by the hostess. Members and
guests present were Mrs. Christina
Ross. Mrs. Helen Ciaravino, Mrs.
H S. Miller, Mrs. Bertha Borger
son, Mrs. Catherine Hallet, Mrs.
Mary Dyer, Mrs. Ernestine Tins
ley, Mrs. Ruth Wheeler, Mrs. Mae
Holt, Mrs. Mary Reade. Mrs Isabell
Flaherty, Mrs. Mayo and Mrs.
Gecrge Ross.
Guests at the St. Clair Farm this
week were Mrs. Ruth Mathias and
daughter Florence of Everett, Mass,
and Miss Lillian Whitmore of Bos
ton and Rockport.
John Gatcombe and Emery H. St
Clair, Jr., have returned home
after a week spent at B.S.A Camp

WEST ROCKPORT

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Blake of
Beverly Mass., who were guests of
Mr. Blake's sister, Mrs. Alice Tolraan, returned home Saturday.
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Mank of
Waldoboro were overn.ght guests
Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Packard. They came to attend the
centennial service at the church.
Among the former pastors who
responded by letter to be read Wed
nesday were Rev George F. Cur
rier of Melvin Village. N. H.; Rev.
John W. Hyssong of Asbury Park,
N J.; Rev. Chauncey Stuart for
his father who Ls in California;
Agnes Bradford Fitzpatilck for the
Bradford family, and too late to
be read, a card from Mrs. W. P
Richardson who is now visiting in
Maine. A letter from Mrs. Emma
V. Leach of St Petcrsbuig, Fla.,
oldest liv ng member, was also read.
Miss Carole I.unden is convales
cing a the home of her parents,
i Mr. and Mrs Harvey Lunden after
iu ton ilectomy at Knox Hospital.
Elwood Allen, who for several
years has served as inspector at the
iocal blueberry nspeetion station,
Encounter in Africa. Unaware that the great gorilla is a household has arrived in town.

Rodney Weeks of Birmingham,
Mich., is vacationing at his Sum
mer home, “Ledgemere'' here.
Mrs. Theresa Merrill of DovcrHoxcroft is visiting Mrs. Ellcna
Fredctte at Hewett's Island.
Mrs. Edith Neilson has returned
to New York where she is employed
after having spent her vacation
at her former home here.
Mrs. Courtney Foster has re
turned frtma visit with her sisters
in Peabody, Lynn and West Glou
cester, Mass.
Polly and Michael Whalen of
Portland are visiting at the home
of Mrs. Ethel Whalen.

pet of a settler's daughter who reared him, a safari crew attempt to cap
ture him and are only saved from his fury bv his fair owner, in John
Ford and Merian ('. Cooper's thrilling “Mighty Joe Young,” an Arko
Charlei Wilson and sister.. Mrs.
production starring Terry Moore, Ben Johnson, Robert Armstrong with
Lillian Giles of West Palm Beach
Frank Mcllugh.

GLEN COVE

Bcmazeen, North Belgrade.
Miss Mildred MacMillan of West
Orange, N. J., has arrived at her
cottage, Journey's End' for the
season. She has as guests her
brother, Hugli and family of West
Orange, N J.
McLoon’s
cottage,
Hewett’s
Island, was the scene of a fam
ily reunion recently when Mr.
and Mrs Alfred Fredette and Mrs.
Effie Dyer entertained Mrs. Della
Baker, Mr. and Mrs. John Karl
and children Cynthia and Johnny,
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Baker and chil
dren Brenda and Billy, Mr. and
Mrs Lewis Baker and children
Shiiley and Robert, Fairfield; Mr.
and Mrs. Dell Martoux and chil
dren, Robert Norman, Leon, and
Annette, Mr. and Mrs Fern Dion.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Fredette chil
dren Frances, Randall and Harvey
of Winslow; Mrs. Henry Beaudoin
I and son Rolland of Bingham. Wil
liam Cameron and daughters
Jeanne and Jacqueline of Water
ville; Mrs. Theresa Merrill of
Dover Foxcroft. Mrs. Mitchell New
and son George of Newport, R I :
Mr. and Mrs. Peter LaMontagne
and son, Taunton, Mass. Fish ng,
boating, swimming' and a delicious
dinner were enjoyed.

Donald and Richard of Franklin
called Friday an Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Kerswcll and Mrs. Harvey
Kinney.
Capt. Frank Hilt is “skipper"
again this Summer for one of Capt.
Swift's schooners sailing out of
Camden.
Mr and Mrs. Julian Mabey visit
ed Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Al' mend Hall.
Mrs. John Spargo and Mrs. John
| Ross of Stoney Creek. Conn . Mr
and Mrs. Francis Graves of Barti lett. N. H , and Henry Caddy of
Brunswick who are here to attend
1 the funeral of Mrs Henry Caddy,
jarc staying with Miss Leola Robj inson.

SWAN’S ISLAND

Fla., are guests of Miss Emily Hall'
Guests of Mrs. Roswell Eaten are
Mr ant! Mrs Carl Eaton. Mr and
Mrs Allen Smith, daughter Janet
and Mrs. Stella Peck of Malto,
Mont. Mr. Eaten who is an antique
auto fan. will drive back in a
Rolls-Royce limousine recently obtained ft • him bj his brother. Da
vid in New York.

NORTH WARREN
George Williams of Whitinsville,
Mass , spent a few days recently
with his aunt. Miss Mina Williams.
Mrs Norman Benner has returned
to Waldoboro after visiting her
<ister, Mrs. Irvin Gammon, where
she has been recuperating from a
surgical operation.
Eva and Annie Niemi attended
the recent "Twins Celebration” at
Lakewood and were elected second
vice presidents.
Mrs. Clara Grade, 88. who made
a trip to Neva Scota last week to
visit her sister, has returned home
and stood the journey fine.

P J. Whitehill, manager of the
Swan's Island Electric Cooperative,
announced this week that L. E.
; Wooten and Company, of Raleigh.
N. C„ has been selected to do the
Mr anti Mrs. Herbert Grade and
j engineering work in connection
with the building cf electric line W. I, Grade were guests Thurs
here. Their representatives are ex day of Mr. and Mrs. Allen Young
in East Union.
pected here shortly.
Mr. and Mrs Bertram BlackingRead The Courier-Gazette
ton have moted to Camden.

ST. GEORGE
Major and Mrs. John Robinson
are visiting relatives at Great Bar
rington, Mass.. before returning to
Maxwell Field, Montgomery, Ala.
Mrs. Annie Collamore of Glen
Cove and Mr and Mrs. Vere Hav
ener from West Virginia called re- |
cently on Mrs. F. O Hilt.
Mrs. John Anderson and sons

A GIFT
That's Worth Giving
Is Worth Being

SUMMER SCHEDULE

GIFT WRAPPED

VINALHAVEN

Visit the Distinctive

PORT DISTRICT
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY, E. D. T.
Starting June 1 to October 1

Island Gift Shop
VINALHAVEN, MAINE

Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive

A NEW

1949
GENERAL ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATOR
K

Vinalhaven,
Rockland,
Vinalhaven.
Rorkland,
Vinalhaven,
Rockland,
Rorkland,
Vinalhaven,
Rorkland,
Vinalhaven,
Rorkland,
Vinalhaven,

7.00 A. M.
8.30 A. M.
1.00 P. M.
2.30 P. M.
4.15 P. M.
5.30 P. M.
7.45 A.M.
9.00 A. M.
9.30 A. M.
11.00 A. M.
3.30 P. M.
5.00 P. M.

58-tf

Cbyxir RwL
a good turn /

On Tuesdays and Thursdays extra
trip leaving Rorkland at 2.15 P. M.
Saturdays, leave Vinalhaven at 5.30
P. M.
STARTING SUNDAY, JUNE 10
Will run Sundays. Leaving Rock
land at 8.45 A. M. Arriving Vinalhaven 10.15 A. M.
Leave Vinalhaven 3.30 P. M. Ar
riving Rorkland 5.00 P. M.
Leave Rorkland 5.15 P. M. Arriv
ing Vinalhaven 6.45 P. M.
(Subject to change without notlre)
R. L. Brown, Mgr.
42-45pl/46-tf inside

on Genuine Ford Ports—identical twins to the
parts originally built in at the factory. Designed by
the men who designed your Ford, they save you
money and stretch your Ford’s life. And save with
the better care of Ford trained Mechanics, Special
Ford Equipment and Factory-approved Methods.
Come “home” and save w’ith Ford Service.

Here's Why

there’s more to
< this bargain buy
than the new low prices. You get other
values with this General Electric
Space Maker refrigerator. . . .
• Fifty percent more refrigerated
food storage space than older models
occupying the same floor space!
• Dependable performance with the
unsurpassed General Electric scaled-in
refrigerating system. More than
2,000,000 in use 10 years or longer!

FEATURES
Spacious shelf area
Large bottle storage shelf
Deep meat drawer
Automatic interior light
Large frozen food compartment
Porcelain enamel interior

$19.00 Down

See the complete General Electric line today!

CENTR
POWER

AINE
MPANY

SUMMER SCHEDULE

NORTH HAVEN
PORT DISTRICT

Starting June 6th
Daily Except Sunday E. D. T.
Leave North Haven
Arrive Rorkland

6.30 A. M.
7.45 A. M.

Leave North Haven
Arrive Rorkland

12.15 P.M.
1.30 P. M.

I/eavc Rorkland
9.00A.M.
Arrive North Haven
10.15 A.M.
Or Arrival New York Train
Leave Rorkland
3.30 P. M.
Arrive North Haven
4.45 P. M.
Or Arrival 2.35 P. M. Train

STARTING SUNDAY, JUNE 26, TO
SEPTEMBER 11, INCLUSIVE
Will run Sundays leaving Rock
land at 8.30 A. M. Arriving North
Haven at 9.45 A. M.
I,eave North Haven at 3.45 P. M.
Arriving Rorkland at 5.00 P. M.
June 26th to September 11th extra
trip from North Haven every Satur
day P. M. Leaving North Haven
at 6.00 P. M. Arriving Rockland
7.15 P. M.

(Subject to change without notice,
Pl 44-47,48-tf inside

GENUINE

FORD PARTS
made right,

to fit right,
to last longer

Ford Dealed

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

32 Park St., Rockland
-4

The Rotary Club

THOMASTON
MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-3
Miss Karen Johnson who Is
spending the Summer with her
grandmother. Mrs Kleber Perry in
Florida, acted as a mascot for Girl
Scouts in the Fourth of July parade
in Titusville, Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Feyler of
Portland on a week-end motor trip
through Penobscot County -stopped
Saturday for a visit with Mrs. Eva
Marsh.
George Creighton has returned to
East Milton, Mass., after spending
the week-end with his mother,
Mrs. Janies Creighton.
Mis Edith Downes of Canaan, is
visiting Miss Nellie Tibbetts.
Mrs. Ralph Thorndike and Mrs
Theodore Clukey were
recent
visitors in Bangor
Miss Christine Maxey is em
ployed at the Personal Finance
Company. Rockland.
James Creighton returned Sun
day to East Milton. Mas
alter
spending two week- wilh his grand
Grace Andrews.

Mr. and Mr. Mvle.s Weston ac
companied by Mrs. May Benner,
were in Brunswick Saturday to at
tend the wedding of leatrice Ben
ner.
Edward Lakeman, FM1. Mrs Lakeman and son Danny of Atlantic
City Naval Air Station. N. J„ are
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Pearlle Hall, lor iwo week
Mr. and Mrs. Lercy Seekins and
daughter attended the 30th annual
Seekins reunion Sunday at Mr. and
Mrs. Ira Seekins’ resld n
About 17 members of the Beta

Vera Young. Mrs Edith St. Clair,
Mrs. Betty Henry. Mrs. Lelia Stan
ley. Mrs. Betty Townsend. Mrs.
Rosie Morse, Mrs. Gladys Condon,
Mrs. Eleanor Chapman, Mrs. Glen
ice Burns. Mrs Ruth Hall, Mrs.
Dorothy Daggett and Mrs. Shir
ley Roch. Mrs. Frank Wilson and
Mrs Hazel Gray assisted Mrs.
Roch in serving.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Whitehill
and family and Mr. and Mrs. Cory
don Adams are spending a week s
vacation at Alford's Lake.
A social hour and a complimen
tary musicale in the Baptist audi
torium will follow the chicken sup
per Wednesday at 6 in the vestry.
The participants'on the program
will include: Miss Margaret Sim
mons, Miss Joanne V.nal, William
T. Smith. A. Eugene Jellison, and
Warren W. Whitney Choir mem
bers with Mr. and Mrs John Pru
den and Raymond K. Greene, solo
ist. Instrumental trio: Dr. Lou se
Benson, violinist; Mrs. Alcada Hall
Desjardin, pianist;
Mrs. Grace
Strout, organist; and Dr Benson
will plat several violin solos. Mis.
Blanch C. Lermond will serve as an
accompanist The public is invited.
The Baptist Choral Society hon
ored Mrs Edith Downes of Canaan,
at its last rehearsal by giving a
special musical program and serv
ing refreshments. Mrs. Downes
was presented flowers.
Mrs. Hazel Gray ot Aroostook was
week-end gues: of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Wilson.

Alpha motored Friday to South
Bristol where M
Edna Hilt was
hostess to their annual picnic.
The Star Circle are invited to a
picnic supper Friday with Mrs.
Dorothy Libby at the Libby cottage
at Hawthornes Point. Each car is
to make up its own menu. Mem
bers will take d,sites, and for fur
ther details and transportation may
call Dorothy Libby.
The Pythian Sisters will hold a
picnic Friday ai 6 30 at Mrs. Mary
Henry's on Beechwood street. Each
will take own dishes and silver.
Mr and Mrs Philip Seekins and
family attended the 3ihh annual
Seek 11s reunion Sunday at Mr. and
Mrs. lia Seekins’ resident, Waldo
Mrs. Maxine Mahoney was guest
of honor at a post nuptial pyrex
shower Friday at the home of Mrs.
Shirley Roch Pine street. Guests
were: Mrs. Hazel Gray, Aroostook;
Mrs. Estelle Saastamoinen, Mrs.
Frank Wilson, Mrs. Anne Carney.
Mrs. Rachel Johnson. Mrs. Celia
Oliver, Mrs. Martha Anderson. Mrs.

.

TELEPHONE

B92

ROCKPORT
ZN ZN ZN
EL A. CJHAMFNEY
Correspondent

ZN ZS ,

Tel

Mr. and Mrs. David Johnston ol
Quincy, Mass., and Ronald McKim
ol Weymouth Heights. Mass., were
week-end guests of Miss Marion
Weidman.
Miss Lillian Whitmore returned
Friday from a short visit in Vinal
haven.
The Thimble Club will celebrate
its eighth anniversary Wednesday,
with Mrs. Evelyn Crockett.
The Health Council will have its
second Immunization Clinic for
whooping cough, diphtheria and
small pox Thursday at 9.30 a. m. at
the Baptist vestry. Parents ol chil
dren having had their first immuni
zation at the June clinic are asked
to take notice. Physical examina
tions are also given upon request.
Dr. Tounge will be assisted by tiie
Health Nurse, Mrs. Ada McConnell.
NEW COURSE AT COLBY

TODAY AND WEDNESDAY

tocrsr.E

; HOPE BALL
•

in DAMON RUNYON'S

Sorrowful
JONES'

A new course “Ethical Issues in
the Modern World" will be ollered
by Colby College next Fall. The
course will be open to Juniors and
Seniors and will be offered jointly
by the departments of philosophy
and religion. The course will be
largely a panel discussion with all
professors of the two departments
present to participate.

MAVS—( lltTOON
TIH KS -1 til

CONCERT

SAT.

By

Richard E. Giles
Baritone
Assisted at the Piano by

SENSATION OF
SENSATIONS!

Miss Barbara Goodwin
CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE

— with the 10
most terrific
thrills ever
pictured

MONDAY, AUGUST 1
Tickets
Checked

on

at

Sale

Rockland;

Shop,

Seats

and

Economy

Clothes

Cow

Smiling

Gift Shop, Camden.

Tickets $1.20 inc. tax.

59&61&C2&C4

NOW THROUGH THURSDAY

1M/

ENTERTAINMENT TREAT!

1

\W
I
j

IMGAt Prejenfi
JAMES MASON
BARBARA BEL GEDDES
ROBERT RVAS

I

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM NEWS

Cement History and Progress
Are Outlined By John M.
Pomeroy

News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
nr telephoned to

mother, Ml.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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John Pomeroy, general superin
tendent of the Thomaston plant of
the Lawrence Portland Cement
Company, speaking before the Ro
tary at the weekly meeting told
many interesting facts about hy
draulic cement and its history.
President George B. Wood pre
sided and mentioned that this meet
ing was his first as president for
'hi new Rotary year but that it was
pleasing to note from a news let
ter he had received that 317 new
clubs in 37 countries had been
formed, further extending the good
work of Rotary throughout the
world.
In return for Rotary's Christmas
hip of good cheer sent to Nantes,
Fiance, with food and clothing, the
people of France have sent many
articles back portraying their his
tory and life which were on exhibit
ill the Thorndike lounge and will
later be at the Farnsworth Museum.
Km Crane, in charge of program,
introduced John Pomeroy who said
ceinint is a plastic and its history
dates back 2000 years, being used
n the days of the Babylonians and
Romans.
The name Portland cement, the
oeaker continued, is not taken
from any city in this country but
from the town of Portland, Eng
land. where Ihe materials are of the
same color and texture.
Hydraulic cement was made use
of in 1828 in England the speaker
said The term hydraulic cement
relates to a structural cement that
will harden under water, and was
used successfully in tunneling under
the Thames River in 1829.
Although the English were the
first people to use this type of ce
ment they made little headway tn
its development Mr Pomeroy states.
France and Germany carried on the
development and it is interesting to
note that the base of the Statue of
Liberty is made of cement from
Germany and the condition of this
cement today is in perfect shape.
During the early days of cement,
'hp speaker revealed, the process of
making the cement was slow and
painstaking due to the chemical
“< inposition which was hard to con
trol The cement had to be placed
rapidly because of its quick set. A
French chemist experimenting with
gypsum found that small amounts
added to the cement would retard
'he set. With this information it
became possible to control the set
ting time thus increasing its use to
great value.
The first kiln. Mr. Pomeroy said,
was built in 1892. producing 300 bar
rels of cement per day. Progress
has been rapid in the 19th century
and this can be seen by the
fact that the Thomaston plant can
produce 3900 barrels per day.
With the increasing value put on
man hours of labor, the speaker
said, mass production is a necessity.
In the early times, such as the
building of the pyramids, labor was
heap and methods of work could
be drawn out but now industry
must be located near the source of
raw material and methods of oper
ation keyed to the high economy so
a to produce the finished material
at a minimum of cost.
Speaking of the plant in Thomas
ton Mr. Pomeroy states that the
machinery is of a heavy type be
cause of the rugged work which has
to be performed.
Replacements
are many from the wear in crushing
and grinding of limestone and also
costly because of the steel alloys
used in this type of work, Kilns are
of the roller bearing type and al
though they weigh upwards to 800
tons they are instrument controlled.
Shipping is done in bags, sacks and
bulk, the bags being tied before
filling and then filled automatically
'hrough the bottom A complete
railroad car can be loaded in about
20 minutes.
In closing his very interesting
talk. Mr. Pomeroy said the Law
rence Portland Cement Company is
the oldest in the country even
though it is not considered big busi
ness as compared to some of the
other big companies. The study of
♦he dust, problem has now been
completed and work is underway to
eliminate it by installing a dust col
lecting apparatus at an estimated
cos! of approximately $175,000.
Visiting Rotarians: Harry Liebeskind. Waterbury; Raymond Bowden,
Presque Isle; C. H. Collins. Dune
din, Fla.; Emmon Postles, Haddon
field. N. J.; Frank Roland, Boston;
Samuel Woolf. Lynbrook, N. Y.;
Wm. F. Perry, Keene, N. H.; Fran
cis Rice. Boston; Frank Evans,
Cambridge; Ralph Terrall, Marion,
Ohio; O. G. Cocks, Wellsboro, Mass ;
Elwyn H. Kingsbury, Bangor; Harry
Thompson, Boston. Guests: A. Wt
Gregory, Clinton Gifford.
C. A. Robinson.

Was Made 10 Years Ago For
Donn Fendler Lost On Mt.
Katahdin

Farm Croppers—1949

CAMDEN
a « a «
MISS HHIJ9N M

Kaufman and Hart Comedy
At the Camden Hills
Theatre

RICH

Ourreapuudeol

a a aa

Virginia Brock and Fergus Ormes
Donn Fendler admitted the other
will play the leads in the farsical
day that he still gets an eerie thrill
Kaufman and Hart comedy when nr
when he thinks of the scary nights
Sandra Goodwin is visiting her
he spent a decade ago lest In the cousin, Mrs. Ben Hamblen, in open., at the Camden Hills Theatre
tonight, through the rest of the
trackless woods of Mt. Katahdin— ' Southwest Harbor.
object of a search that aroused the
Misses Katherine Hobbs and Lois week
The play, which had a pheno
nation’s sympathy
Grassick of Boston were the week
But he still loves the outdoors, end guests of Mrs Crosby Hobbs. menal run on Broadway and has
said the 22-year-old Rye, N. Y., war Miss Hobbs has a position with the since been adapted to radio and
screen revolves around a group otf
veteran and junior at the Univer Boston Chamber of Commerce.
mild maniacs who live completely
sity of Georgia, who now is at his
Dr. and Mrs. Charles A. E. Cod- in ignorance of the daily world that
father’s farm in Palmyra. He's man and Miss Florence Codman of
spending his Summer days fishing, Philadelphia are spend ng a few exists just outside their parlor. In
hiking and puttering in a vegetable weeks at their cottage at Megunti stead, they live completely unin
hibited lives, letting their various
garden.
whims and desires be tlieir guide,
It was ten years ago Sunday that cook Lake.
Mrs.
Elliot
May
and
family
of
and end up doing such things a ■£Fendler, then a tenderfoot Boy
Scout, wandered from his camping Wellesley, Mass., have a cottage ai manufacturing fireworks in the
party with his parents and began Lake Megunticook for the month of basement, keeping snakes in the
parlor as pets. runn:flg a printing
an eight-day ordeal In the Maine July.
Mrs.
Milton Marchant and press, taking ballet lessons from an
woods.
Donn was only 12 when he be daughter Joan of Glen Ellyn Ill, exiled Russian Count who is a
came lost, but even then he knew are guest of Mr. and Mrs. Clinton waiter on the side, and writing
piays on a typewriter that was once
quite a bit of mountain lore. He Lunt.
knew what berries to eat and how
Mrs. Marlon Howard won first delivered at the house by mistake.
Virginia Brock, who will play
prize at the Megunticook Grange
to follow streams
Veteran woodsmen were amazed whist party last Saturday night; 1 Penny Sycamore, the sincere but
that he had survived his trial by Mrs. Marion Green won second flighty woman who writes plays
cold, rain, hunger and thirst when prize; and Mrs. Mae Young, the and keeps kittens on her desk as
j paper weights, has a fine backhe finally was found weak but con consolation.
scious on a wilderness mountain
The second in a series of diph 1 ground in theatre, having appeared
trail near a brook.
theria and whooping cough immu with the .Holloway Bay, Canad|f»’
Members of the largest searching nization clinics will be held at the Players, and at the Studio Theatre
party ever formed in New England District Nurse's office in the Town in Buffalo N. Y., where she has
carried him out cf the woods on a Offices, Washington street. July 25, portrayed Lisa Doolittle in "Pyg
stretcher. He had lost his pants between the hours of 10 and 11 a malion,” Anna Christie in "Anna
and sneakers and his legs and feet m. This clinic Is for the children Christie,” Bessy Watty in "The
were cruelly torn and swollen, but who received their first immuniza Corn Is Green,” "Clytemnestra in
with the resiliency of youth he tion at the June clinic.
“Electra.” and Medea in "Medea.”
quickly recovered.
Fergus Ormes, who plays Martin
Frank Rolerson of East Hartford,
NATIONAL FARM
The slender Fendler has no plans Conn., arrived Saturday to spend Vanderhoff, the kindly Grandpa
for observing the tenth anniversary a vacatiion with Mrs. Rolerson and who seems to understand everyone
SAFETY WEEK
of his disappearance on the rock- son at their cottage on Fernald's in the odd family and sympathize
, strewn mountain.
Neck.
with them, is a natural for the part,
On the fifth anniversary he enJULY 24-30,1949
2d Lt. Robert W. Merchant of the being a grandfather in real life as
I listed in the Navy at the age of 17. Army Signal Corps who has been well as on the stage. A versatile >
He served two years with the Sea- spending a leave with Mr. and Mrs. actor possessed with many otherW
' bees and was stationed in the Phil Warren H. Merchant, left this talents in addition to his acting
shown increases of 1800 to 2200 ippines and China.
morning for San Francisco where ability, Mr. Ormes holds degrees
pounds of ears per acre over un
he will embark for two years service from Yale, Chicago, and Colorado
treated checks. This increase can place in a professor's living room, in Yokohama, Japan.
Universities, and in the Winter
be expected even though manure and there is plenty of action as se
Mr. and Mrs. H. D Stevenson and months is Comptroller of Wabash
and fertilizr have been used before cret agents sneak in and out of daughter Janice of Rockland, Mass., College in Indiana. Combining ex
or at planting time.
windows, install microphones, and are guests of Mr. Stevenson’s perience gained in the playing of
Use 200 pounds of nitrate of soda
father, A B. Stevenson, Park street. many parts throughout the years,
per acre of 100 pounds of ammoni wander about with a clicking Gei
Mrs. Frank Hart and Mr. and including George Apley in "The
um nitrate. The aim is to apply gerA counter.
large cast will pace this one, Mrs. Paul Setzer of Ridley Park, Late George Apley,” the blind Ma
about 30 pounds of actual nitrogen with Alan Bunce as the Naval Pa., have cottages at Hatchet jor Hillgrove in "Enchanted Cot
per acre.
tage” and Mr. Doolittle in "Pygma
Reynolds Evans as the pro Mountain Camps, Hobbs Pond.
Apply nitrate with side-dresser sleuth,
lion.” with experience obtained
tector, and Hen.y Richards as the
lEva M. Richards
attachments on the cultivator or almost-traitor.
first hand while actually being a>
James Engler, Neva
Eva Mae Richards, 69, wife of grandfather,
by hand on small acreages. An easy Patterson, Royal
Mr. Ormes pours thenF
Beal, Paul Huber Winfield S. Richards, died Monday
method is to apply it at the time
all into the portrayal of Granda
of the last cultivation. Do not put and 11 others will complement the at her Summer home in South Vanderhoff, creat'ng a very lovable
character lineup of this spine- Cushing.. She was born in South
it on the leaves.
west Harbor, daughter of Howard character that any family would be
Unless you have a definite lack tinglcr.
Mr Bunce’s voice ls well-known and Julia Milan Gilley, Oct. 22, proud to have in their closet
of phosphorus, a complete fertilizer
used at this time will not pay as to radio listeners. For the past five 1879.
years, l e has been heard as Albert
She was a member of the Baptist
much results as using nitrate.
in "Ethel and Albert;" for six Church, the Garden Club, and a
years he was "Young Dr. Malone,” past member of the Eastern Star
and played Briaq in "David HaShe is survived by her husband;
rum" until six months ago. He has a son, J. Donald Richards of Cam
THURSDAY, JULY 21
Alan Bunce joins the Lakewood done dozens of other, totalng more den; a daughter, Mrs. Walter Spear
Supper:
5 to 7. Dance: 8 to 12.
Players for a guest appearance than 8000 broadcasts over a period of Thomaston; a brother, Roy S.
next week in "The Traitor,” a of 15 years Among his more than Gilley of Hartford, Conn.; two
SOUTH THOMASTON
thrilliing melcdrama in which Lee a score of Broadway shows were sisters, Mrs. A. E. Anderson of
Tracy and Walter Hampden excited "The Perfect Alibi,” "Valley Forge," Rockland, and Mrs. Walter Wilson
GRANGE HALL
Broadway last Spr ng. Currently "Kind Lady” and "Tommy.” Mr. of Gardiner; five grandchildren,
attracting Lakewood Playgoers is Bunce is the husband of Ruth Nu and six great-grandchildren.
Music by Charlie Woodcock.
"The Heiress,” a hit comedy-drama gent, and thereby related to many
Old and New Dances.
Funeral services will be held
fresh from its two-year New York former Lakewood Players—the late Wednesday at 2 o’clock from her
Benefit
run. Neva Patterson and Royal J. C. Nugent, Elliott Nugent and home at 19 High street. Rev. Mel
South Thomaston P. T. A.
Beal are the cast headliners in this Barbara Nugent.
vin H Dorr off dating. Interment
charming period piece which closes
Under Melville Burke's direction, will be in Mountain View cemetery.
Saturday night.
"The Traitor” will open its week’s
"The Traitor" has to do with a run Monday .the 25th. Curtain at
chap who wants to give some the Lakewood Theatre is at 8 Mon
atomic secrets to Russia on the day through Saturday, and a't 2.30
NOTICE
theory that if the U.S.S R. has the for Saturday’s matinee.
Open July 22, 1949
bomb, there will be a stalemate in
Watch the politicians
More
the world and peace will result.
He is dissuaded from this fallacious times than not they are on right
reasoning, and then helps the Na side for the wrong reason.
val Intelligence Department stalk
down the spies who were to deal
with him. A thriller from curtain
Script and Oil Paintings
to curtain, "The Traitor” takes

■ra. aw

lom

C5=>

NATIONAL SAflTY COUNCIL

The Forest Nursery
Leaflet By Forester Fred
Holt Available At Exten
sion Office
A mimeographed leaflet has been
assembled by Fred Holt, Extension
Forester, describing the starting of
the forest nursery. Selection of the
area, preparation and care of the
«eed beds and planting the seed are
described. Planting the seedlings
and a general discussion of refores
tation in Maine is included. Copies
may be had in the County Agent’s
office

4-H Doings
Jefferson

The Jefferson Handy Helpers 4-H
held a recreational meeting at the
home of their leader, Mrs. Robert
W. Wilson, Wednesday, July 14. A
short meeting was held to check
charts and progress on sewing pro
jects. Then an hour of swimming
was followed by a marshmallow
roast.
Those present were: Elwinda Bry
ant, Shirley Hallowell, Nancie Hix
on, Gertrude Hodgkins, Roberta
Jones, Jean Ogilvie, Donna Tilton,
Jean Tilton, Constance Wilson,
Mrs Malcolm L. Tilson, assistant
Leader, Mrs. Robert W. Wilson,
Leader.

Side Dressing Corn
Side dressing corn with nitrogen
when it is knee-high or from 18-24
inches, gives corn a real boost, says
County Agent at Large, Gilbert
Jaeger.
Actual checks in the field have

Supper and Dance

Lakewood Theatre

SARGENT ART STUDIO
Exhibition of Ancient Art

Francis L. Tillson
Carpenter and Builder

AMERICAN LEGION AUXILIARY FAIR

406 MAIN STREET,

THOMASTON. MAINE
TELEPHONE 178-4

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Second Floor

TELEPHONE 192 W OR RESIDENCE 45 M
PUBLIC CORDIALLY INVITED.

59’60

39’40-tf

UNION COMMON

Friday, July 22—Afternoon and Evening
PUBLIC SUPPER—MASONIC DINING ROOM
6.30 to 7.30. Adults S1.00; Children .60

Not just a"patch"of

Band Concert By Rockland City Band
8.00 P. M. to 9.00 P. M.
FANCY WORK
GRABS
ICE CREAM
PUNCH
CHILDREN’S POPULARITY CONTEST
PARCEL POST SALE
RUMMAGE
HOMEMADE CANDY
Sponsored by: Storer-Collins-Harding Unit No, 110
58-60

cold rubber-100%
Amocold rubber!

CAMDEN HILLS THEATRE
Presents
TONIGHT—AND ’ALL THIS WEEK

VIRGINIA BROCK and FERGUS ORMES

♦ The amazing new science-

In the Hilarious Comedy

created rubber that gives

“You Can’t Take It With You”
RESERVATIONS TEL. CAMDEN 3083.

ROBARTS

Also

It Opens Tonight

A Famous Search

up to 50% more wear...

CURTAIN 8.20.

mileage... safety I

•>-

TREE AND
LANDSCAPE SERVICE
Established 1932
SPECIALIZING IN
• Lawn Building
• Flag Stone Walks
• Foundation Planting

• Tree Moving
•
•

Spraying
Pruning

TEL. CAMDEN 785

50-tf

WE US®

(•pay
Monthly

MILLER'S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH

f 6-31 RANKIN

CAMDEN THEATRE
Shows at: 2.00—6.45—8.00

TODAY AND WEDNESDAY
Kav Milland, Jean Peters

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

“IT HAPPENS
EVERY SPRING”

l-T-tf

iikis to

$260

»r

nr

FINANCE CO.
2nd Floor • FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLOG.
356 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
Rhone 1133 • John Sawyer, Jr., YES MANager
Small Loon Statute Licence No. 35 • loans made to residents of all surrounding towns.

With Paul Douglas

ON STAGE—TONIGHT ONLY

NAME THE SONG

DOCKLAND

• Leans to pay

bills, medical or
dental expenae,
15 Mos. $9.21 $15.88 $21.60 .. . any good pur
pose. Don’t bor
20 Mos. 7.39 12.73 17.29 row unnecessarily
bolancn up lo $150. 2'A X p*Ma. —but if a loan
will help, phons
en on, ruiaomdw </ kkA kafaKW up
to J300.
or visit Jbumah
YES MANager
(25 to $3OO on Signature,
Furniture er Car

contAnylJthat

GENUINE FACTORY
PARTS

CASH YOU GET

$110 $190

NOVELTIES
PRIZES
JACKPOT
FUN FOR ALL

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.

ELECTRICIANS SINCE 1918
RADIO SINCE BROADCASTING BEGAN

l-tf

AMOCO

Cushion&fex
Thurston'Oil Co., Distributor
DEALERS
If
C. E. MARRINER,
CAMDEN
C. W. STAPLES,
THOMASTON
VICTORY GARAGE,
WALDOBORO
z

69&6I
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Homer E Wheat of Lafayette,
Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence Crane
R. I., joined Mrs. Wheat Saturday and family of New York are spend
at the home of her mother, Mrs. ing the week with his parents, Mr.
C. O Warner, where she had been and Mis. Kennedy Crane at their
spending the week. He was ac Summer home at Battery Point
companied to Rockland by his par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Oliver J. Wheat,
Mrs. S L. Cooke was guest at a
Sr , who were the week-end guests family party given Sunday by Mrs.
of Lt. Commander and Mrs. Jasker Robert Bicknell at her heme on
Charles Thornton has resigned , The Miss.on Circle of the First D. Akers. The group returned to Main street. Those present were
from the Burpee Furniture Com- 'Baptist Church has postponed the their homes in Lafayette, R. I., yes Mrs. Rose Oliver, Mr. and Mrs. W
W-pany and is visiting his son Wen- meeting that was scheduled for terday.
E. Drinkwater, Mr. and Mrs. Earle
F dell Thornton and family at Cape July 20, and will meet the followSmith and Mr. and Mrs C. E
Elizabeth.
’ ing Wednesday, July 27.
Owen Athearn of Dover, N. H., Bicknell and children Caiol Ann
was a week-end guest of Mr. and and Charles. Mrs. Cooke left Mon
Mrs. Mary Grafton of Friend Mrs Ernest Gamage at their day morning for her home in
The class of 1920 held a reunion
at Sims Lobster Pound, Spruce ship announces the engagement of Crawford Lake cottage and on his Shawnee, Okla., after visiting here
Head, Friday night. Members pres her daughter, Fannie Copeland, to return was accompanied by his with her sisters for three weeks.
ent were Mrs. Doris Ames, Mrs. Leonard A. Copp, son of Mr and father, Chester Athearn, who had
Lois Duncan, Samuel Jackson, Dr. Mrs. Harold S. Copp of Thomaston. been spending two weeks with the
A group of friends honored Mr.
E. L. Scarlott, Mrs. Ella Cates, Mrs. No date has been set for the wed Gamages.
and Mrs. Seymour Cameron last
Edna Joyce. Harold Simmons, Mrs. ding.
night with a surprise picnic supper
Dorothy Baxter. Guests were Eliot
Miss Cora Foley, R. /N., of the at their cottage at Crescent Beach.
Mrs. Thomas J. Sweeney of 19 Farrington Hospital, Portland, has They were presented gifts of lug
Duncan, Mrs. Samuel Jackson, Mrs.
E. L. Scarlott, Frederick Cates, El Summer street, is at Ironwood returned to her duties after spend gage. The group included Mr. and
mer Joyce, Mrs. Harold Simmons, Camps, Harrison, with her daugh ing two weeks with her brother Mrs. Raymond Cross, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Johnson, and ters, Patricia and Ann, for the and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Gardner French. Mr. and Mrs. Har
Mrs. Audrey Teel. The delicious Summer. Captain Sweeney is ply Ray A. Foley, Talbot avenue.
old Dunbar, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
lobster dinner was prepared by Mr. ing between Houston, Texas and
Bickford, Mr. and M’?s. Austin
and Mrs Harold Simmons. Plans European ports
Mr and Mrs. Howard Cole and Neilson, Mr. and Mrs. James
for the 30th reunion next year were
children Carolyn and Howard, Jr., Cousens, Mr.and Mrs.
Wendell
Miss Gloria Witham and Mrs of Brewer, returned Saturday after Jones, andGerald McPhee of
discussed.
Raymond H. Fogarty and son Allen spending two
weeks with his Rockland and Mr and Mrs. Ken
Mr. and Mrs. Edward R. Ladd nave returned from a week's vaca mother, Mrs Fila Berry, at Ingra drick L bby of Camden. Mr. and
and daughters Gail, Anne and Alli tion spent at Green Island. Miss ham’s Hill and Andrews Island.
Mrs. Cameron and family leave the
son, went Saturday to Beach Hill Gloria Witham is spending the re
first of August to make their home
Pond, Ellsworth, to spend the week mainder of the Summer with her
Miss Anne McLaughlin is spend in Norwalk, Calif.
with Mrs. Ladd’s parents, Presi parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nathan L. ing the week at the Copper Kettle.
dent and Mrs. Arthur Hauck at Witham at their Allen Glen cot
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Luce and
the Hauck Camps.
tage.
Mrs. Max Gopan and daughters two children of Natick, Mass., and
Charlotte and Marilyn of Bangor Mrs. Linwood Mitchell of BurkettMr and Mrs. Harold Haskell of are spending the week with her ville hay; been recent guests of
Mrs. Robert Allen has returned
from Portland where she was with Wilmington, D. C., entertained the parents, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Sha Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Blackington
her sister, Mrs. Boyd Livesay, a Saturday N:ght Club at dinner and piro, Limerock street. They will
surgical patient at the Maine Eye cards at their Pleasant Beach cot be joined on Saturday by Mr. GoMr .and Mrs. Basil Sansone of
tage. Prizes at contract were won pan, returning home Sunday night Lynn, Mass, and Mr. and Mrs. John
and Ear Infirmary.
by Mrs B. B. Smith, Mrs. M. R.
Caressi of East Boston, are guests
Everett K. Mills has returned Pillsbury, Mrs. W. W. Spear, B. B.
Mr. and Mrs. William Lobley who of Tljomas Anastasio
home from the Bangor Osteopathic Smith, A. C. McLoon and E. J. had been spending a few days at
Hospital where he was a surgical Hellier.
North Haven, were in the city yes
Miss Mae Cohen of Binghamton,
patient.
terday enroute to their home in N. Y„ and Washington, D. C, has
Mrs Carroll Wixson has re Camden.
been spending the past 10 days at
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Cushman turned from Winslow where she
the Willow street home of Miss
David Marsh of Bath is spending Ethel Smalley of Rockland and
of Dover-Foxcroft were week-end spend the pas, week as guest of Mr.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Rodney E. Wixson’s parents. Mr. and Mis. the week with his grandparents, Washington, D C.
Charles Wixson.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Marsh, Broad
Brazier.
Mr. and Mrs. William Manns
Miss Margery V. Mills has re street, and his aunt and uncle. Mr.
Mrs. Wendell
Blackman, (Elizabeth Post) of Haddonfield,
For social items in The Courier- turned to her studies at the Co and
Gazette, phone 1044, City.
59tf lumbia Presbyterian Medical Cen Franklin street.
N. j„ arrived Sunday for three
ter after specialing her father,
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Ayer of weeks' visit with her mother, Mrs.
Everett K. Mills, who was a surgi Springfield, Mass., are spending the May S. Post, Crescent street, and
cal patient at Bangor Osteopathic week with her sister and brother- other relatives.
Hospital.
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Knott C Ran
Mrs. Wilfred Mullen entertained
Mr. and Mrs. Angus Thurrott of kin, Cedar street.
Friday night at a family party hon
New Canaan, Conn., were week-end
Miss Anna Bullard on vacation, oring Miss Cora Foley, R. N., of
guests of Mr. and Mrs Kennedy from, the telephone office, went by Portland. Prizes at cards were
Crane at their cottage at Battery plane Saturday from Portland to won by Mrs. Percy Foley and Ray
Beach.
New Rochelle, N. Y., where she A Foley. Lunch was served, fol
will visit her grandmother, Mrs. A. lowing the play. Guests were Mr.
and Mrs. Percy Foley, Mr. and Mrs.
H. Bullard, for a week.
Ray A. Foley, Mrs. Philip Ryan,
Mr. and Mrs Cleon Hicks of John Murphy, Hayden Ryan, Wil
South Portland were week-end fred Mullen, and the honor guest.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ray A.
Mr and Mrs. Frederick Hall and
Foley, Talbot avenue.
sons Scott and Jeffrey of Sea Cliff.
Mrs. Reta Coburn is spending two Long Island, N. Y., are spending
weeks in Auburn, Mass., as guest their vacatiion on a visit with his
Pies, Cakes, Cookies, Rolls, Bread, Doughnuts, Birthday Cakes of
of Miss Ellen Tolman. She will be mother, Mrs. Victor P. Hall, Rock
all Kinds. Baked Beans and Brown Bread Saturday Special.
accompanied home by Miss Tolman land street.
“The Best Cooking—At Reasonable Prices”
to attend the reunion of the Class
Mr and Mrs. Robert Crane of
All Orders Killed—None Too Large or Too Small. Call Day or
of R.H.S 04. July 29.
Night, 24 Hour Service. Orders delivered if desired.
Caribou were week-end guests of
Mrs. J. L. Tolman of Jforth Main Mr. and Mrs. Charles Merritt, Jr.,
TELEPHONE 783-W2
street is in Worcester, Mass., called at Coopers Beach. Mr. Crane re
MARM DUGAN
there by serious illness of her son, turned to Caribou Sunday and Mrs.
HOLIDAY BEACH. OWL’S HEAD, ME.
51-tf
Lawrence E. Tolmai., who is at Crane went to Northeast Harbor to
Memor'al Hospital. Belmont street, spend the week with her parents.
Worcester.
Mr. and Mrs. George Dunton.

Social Matters

Marm’s

Home Cooking

Any Popular or Classical

50% DISCOUNT
ed lor)

Mr

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
442 MAIN ST.

TEL. 721,
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MAUDE L. GRANT I
Funeral services will Ire held
! Wednesday at 1 o’clock from the
i First Bapt st Church for Mrs.
Maude I. Grant, 72, .who died at
her Fulton street home Sunday.
Rev. J Charles MacDonald will of
ficiate. Burial will be in the Her
mon Pond cemetery in Hermon.
She is survived by her husband,
William C. Grant; two daugTffers,
Mrs. Carleton Merchant of Rock
land and Mrs. Chester Curtis of
Portland; and one sen, J. Vernon
Grant of Wassau, Wis.; and a
brother. G. A. Smith of Hermon.
She was born in Hermon to
Ahimaz and Melinda Loenard
Smith.
She was a member of the First
Baptist Church and had long been
active in the Opportunity Class of
that church
Mrs. Oliver Peck and daughter
Joyce of Rotkville, Conn., who have
been guests for several weeks of
her sister and brother-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Post, are now oc
cupying her larm at Jefferson.
* The Baraca Class of the Metho
dist Church will hold a picnic sup
per at Ralph Clark’s cottage,
Spruce Head
Island, tomorrow
night. The members are to take a
box lunch and the committee will
furnish coffee
Anyone needing
transportatiion. please contact the
committee, Mr. and Mrs Ralph U.
Clark, or Mrs. A. G. Dolliver.

Dr. Fred Bartlett of Plainfield,
N. J„ is spending two weeks' vacaI tion with his brother and sisterin-law. Mr. and Mrs Russell Bart
lett, Old County road.

Mrs. Edwin Post has returned to
her du ie.- at the Corner Grocery
Store fi l ow ng a serious illness
with pne amo.i a.
Mrs. Charles Philbrick of Islesbero is spending today as guest of
her s ster, Mrs. Victor P. Hall,
Rockland street.

Vacation Time
Hair-Do
•

North Dakota leads the other 47
States in the production of spring
and durum wheat.

Here’s flattering success dur
ing coming vacation days . . .
with a smartly styled, rool,
short hair-do.

When you, as a subscriber of The
Courier-Gazette go South or West
or any place on vacation for a week
or six months, phone or write The
Courier-Gazette, and your Courier
will be sent you, each issue, at no
expense to you.
tf

Telephone 142
for an early appointment. Let
us vacation cut, shampoo and
set your hair for you.

$1.75 COMPLETE
Permanents $5 to $15

GILBERT’S BEAUTY SALON
HELEN OLDIS KNIGHT, Prop.

375 MAIN STREET,

Hospital Notes
Admissions: Mrs. Blanch Foster,
Camden; Miss Joyce Faulkner,
Ellsworth; Lecn Halstead, Rock
land. Dscharges: Mrs. Adelaide
Richardson, Mrs. Marie Allen Mrs.
Eana Steeves, Mrs Marion Simp
son. Mrs. Clara Richards, Mrs.
Rita Stone, Mrs. Dorothy Morton,
Mrs. Sylvia Slocomb, Mrs. Thelma
Small and daughter.

Miss Nathalie Post, s udent nurse
at he Central Maine General Hosp tai in I ewiston. has completed
i.e: aff liat on at Charles V Chapin
Hospital n Providence, R. I., and
has arrived to spend the remainder
of the month with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Post, Elm street.

COLUMBIA RECORD ALBUMS

°pp/i,

The Garden Center where flow
ers in all walks of life meet is to
be a part of the Garden Show
Aug. 16.
There will be exhibits illustrating
the use of Flowers, real, artificial
and in decoration.
There will be containers and
floral •adorned articles for sale.
There will be literature to peruse
and problems discussed if desired
The amateur will vie with the pro
fessional in flower arrangement.
It is not a part of the show for
an award but it is hoped all will
feel rewarded for visiting The Gar
den Center. Mrs. Hervey C. Allen,
Sr., is chairman and is to be most
ably assisted by Mrs. Joshua South
ard. Mrs Frank French and Mrs.
Rodney Weeks.

Lt. Ernestine Noddin, R. N and
Miss Elsa Burbank went to Bos
ton yesterday and on their return
it day will be accompanied by Miss
Pr scilla Noddin who will spend
the Summer with her parents, Mr.
and Mr Ernest B uswell.

Balance of Month Only.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

“Just Plain Folks”

Many Garden Clubs

Matter Of Health

Flowers In All Walks Of Life Will Hold Exhibition This Margaret Elwell Hopes That Dr. Wasgatt Calls Attention
Summer—Camden Open
Spruce Head Will Remain
Will Meet At the Garden
To Fine Work Of District
House
Today
,
In That Category
Nursing
Show Aug. 16

Rebecca Crane of Caribou is
spending the Summer with her
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Ken
nedy Crane, at Battery Point.

RECORD ALBUM SALE

fpoi.

The Garden Center

Mid-Summer flower shows, open
garden days and other events of
the Garden Club Federation of
Maine are announced by Mrs
Charles W. Eaton of Auburn, fed
eration president. Dates for these
events include:
July 19. Camden Garden Club
open House and Gardens at Camden
estates (if stormy, July 20)
July 19, Central Maine Garden
Club flower show in Winslow Con
gregational Church vestry.
July 20, 21, Old Bristol Garden
Club flower show and Audubon Na
ture Camp, Conservation Exhibit ir.
Lakehurst Pavilion, Damariscotta.
July 27, Rangeley Lakes Garden
Club flower show in Rangeley Bap.
tist Church.
July 29, 30, 31, Brooklin Garden
Club flower arrangement in build
ings during Brooklln’s Centennial.
Aug. 5, 6, Garden Club of Mt
Desert Island estates.
Aug. 8. Ellsworth Garden Club
flower show in Ellsworth City Li
brary.
Aug. 14, Surry Garden Club
flower show in Community Hall.
Aug. 14, 15. Boothbay Region
Garden Club flower show in Oak
Grove Hotel Casino, West Boothbay Hatbor.
Aug 16, Buxton Garden Club
flower show in Buxton Center Baptist Church.
Aug. 16, Rockland Garden Club
flower show in Rockland Universalist Church vestry.
Aug. 17, Groveville Garden Club
flower show in Groveville Hall
Buxton.
Aug. 17, Harpswell Garden Club
flower show in Merriconeag Grange
Hall. North Harpswell
Aug. 17, Houlton Garden Club
flower show in Northland Hotel
Houlton.
Aug. 22, Oakland Garden Club
flower shew in Oakland Methodist
Church.
Aug. 23, 24 , 25, harpswell Annual
Art Show,sponsored by the Harps
well Garden Club Civic Committee
in Harpswell Town Hall
Aug 25, Maine Gladiolus So
ciety Annual Exhibition in Lew
iston Armory, including entries b;garden club members and others
Aug. 31, Phillips Garden Club
flcwer show in Phillips Community
House.
Sept. 1, Bar Harbor Garden Out
flower show in Bar Harbor Y.W.C A
Sept. 1, Vanceboro Garden Club
flower show in Knights of Pythias
Hall.
Reef Point Gardens at the Bar
Harbor heme of Mrs. Beatrix Farrand. a member of the Bar Harbor
and Mt. Desert Garden Clubs, are
open daily to all gardeners and hor
ticulturists.
Water Lily “Gardens" at Kittery
Point home of Mr. and Mrs. Victor
E. Amee, who have the large non
commercial collection in New Eng
land, may be visited with Mr. Amee
in boat tours on Saturday and Sun
day mornings.
All Garden Club members and
guests are invited to attend the
Maine Gladiolus Society Show Aug
25 ir. Lewiston; also to attend the
annual flower shows of he Waym
Garden Club at Wayne July 29, and
Hill Top Garden Club July 30 at
Paris Hill Country Club, both clubs
Having been invited to join the
Garden Federation. Late Summer
tiowcr snows ar? being planned by
the federated garden clubs at Blue
Hill, Freeport, and the Pine Cone
Gaiden Club at East Corinth.

“Plants on the March" is the
theme of the Conservation Exhibit,
designed and prepared by the staff
of naturalists at the Audubon Na
ture Camp in Maine, to be dis
played for the benefit of all gar
den club members, teachers, and
other guests during ihe two-day
flower show of the Old Bristol Gar
den Club on Wednesday and Thurs
day in Lakehurst Pavilion at Dam
ar.scotta.
Carl W. Buchheister, vice presi
dent of the National Audubon So-

Spruce Head. July 18.
Editor cf The Courier-Gazette:—
This village was rudely awakened
from sound sleep between 1 and 2
o’clock Sunday morning by the
ringing of the church bell.
This in itself does not sound so
very terrifying, but when it is
known that the church bell is used
for a fire alarm, and that Saturday
night is dance night here when
almost anything can happen, and
with visions of many fire tragedies
thioughout the State vivid in our
minds, Is it any wonder we were
frightened wondering who was go
ing to be burned out or burned up?
The people of Spruce Head pride
themselies on broadmindedness anu
when children cut up pranks they
are more or less tolerant and for
giving . This, however, was no child
ish prank but the work cf an adult
who should have more important
things to do
Spruce Head residents also take
pride in their hospitality and wel
come to even the stranger within
their gates, but if it takes this sort
of people to make up the elite, then
we are glad we are just “plain
folks" and there is no welcome for
the other kind Margaret Elwell.

ciety and director of the Audubon
Nature Camp, is in charge of the
exhibit which will be arranged, as
a model for easy duplication by' all
persons interested in conservation.
Evolution of the earth's surface
by development of soil and conse
quent plant successions, also the
devastating effect of man's unwise
treatment cf his natural environ
ment, will be shown in pictures and
models.
Nationally known staff members
of the Audubon Camp who have
been preparing this exhibit for sev
eral months and will be present to
explain the exhibit and present
printed material to all garden club
presidents, conservation chairmen,
junior leaders and teachers, are:
Mr. and Mrs. Buchheister, Mr. and
Mrs Allan Cruick hin’t, noted lec
turers, authors, and photographers
of wildlife; Dr Farida Wiley, staff
member of the American Museum of
Natural History; Roland Clement,
graduate student at Cornell Uni
versity: Bartram Cadbury, faculty
member of Farmington. Conn,
schools; Mrs. Margaret Wall, Pr n-t
cipal of Greensboro N. C. schools
and instructor in nature activities;
and Dr. Donald J. Bcrror, Profes
sor of Entomology at Ohio State
University.

Rockland, July 16.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
This morn.ng’s Press Herald con
tained an editorial entitled Child
Health in which lt calls attention
to the plight that a town in Texas
found itself in as a result of a
complete health survey of its chil
dren. It showed approximately
three-fourths of the children to
have some defect. Appreciating
that a good many of these were un
doubtedly cf a minor nature and
chargeable tc parental neglect, and
desire to spare the children dis
comfort incident to correction, I
thought this a good time to draw a
parallel in Rockland
At the moment our District Nurs
ing Association is holding its drive
for funds For yeats, thanks to the
effo: ts of this organization, and
particularly Miss Steele we have
had an annual pre-school checkup
of all children starting school.
This is not a hit or miss affair,
but with the voluntary cooperation
of parents, physicians, dentists, op
tometrists, ttachers, and the nurses
of the association, each child Is
thoroughly examined, and a per
manent record made of any defects
noted.
Miss Steele checks these cards
over and over, and follows up by
personal contact on any defects
noted in order to see that they are
corrected as soon as possible. Fur
thermore, each month there is a
free clinic to which any who de
sire may bring their children for
medical checkups, guidance in child
care, and immunization against
many of the formerly prevalent
diseases. This is permanently re
corded and any defects noted fol
lowed through again by the nurses.
Thanks to this, the health of
Rockland’s children is very good,
and the facilities are at hand to
keep them that way These facts
are so well known as to be taken
very much for granted by the citi
zens of the city, but emphasized by
the above-mentioned editorial it
should make Rockland's citizens
very thankful for such a service,
and perhaps add a little impetus
to the influx of money to keep such
a service operating.
Might I add that this was con
ceived and put into practice with
out any thought of governmental
dictation. W. N. Wasgatt, M. D.

The annual prooduction of fer
tilizer increased more than 8,500,003 tons froom 1940 to 1947, com
pared to a 5,500,000 tons In the 40
years previous.

Quality Shoe Shop

presents

TEL. 593-M
310 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND, ME.
a

smart,

graceful

STRAP..
platformed

Black
and
Brown
Leather

for

comfort
Ttl, CHATEAU
(10 »J

fHled Cross Shoes
America's unchallenged shoe value

Sg95 to $]Q95

SIZES 4 to 10—AAAA to EEE.

OTHER MAKES, $3.95 to $8.95

SENTER* CRANE'S

COURIER GOES WITH YOU

Mill Closeout

HOME AND OFFICE

Virgin Wool Coatings

Cleaning Service

Advertised Retail Price $4.98 yard

I am prepared to clean, paint
and renovate homes, offices or
business establishments, large or
small, at a moderate expense.
Expert, careful,
considerate
workmanship,
modern
equip
ment.
Linoleums and floors
washed and waxed electrically.

LOUIS BOSSE
TEL. 1423.

ROCKLAND

1-T-tf

See this amazing new

This Sale $2.69
60 inches wide—all colors

Wool Dress Goods
60% Wool, 40 % Rayon

Advertised Retail Price $2.50
range
Enjoy three-way comfort, too! Cook
• Now enjoy the convenience of a
swing-door broiler in a Dual-Oven
with oil or gas, bake with either or
Range! New broiling pan and grille
both . . . keeps your kitchen warm in
swing out on the.sturdy oven door . . .
winter, cool in summer . . . have a
adjustable to three positions for every
constant supply of piping hot water
type of bfoiling. Smokeless . . . deep
with the Florence water coil (sold
broiling pan drains all fats away from
separately).
heat zone into covered basting well.
Come in, see it today.
Models asailable for
gas (bottled or tank) and City gas.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Millinery
Manufacturing Co.

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

421 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

FARNSWORTH BUILDING

TEL. 980

EVERY

Must Go At

FLORENCE RANGES AND HEATERS

ROCKLAND, ME.,

COMMERCIAL

HAT

LP

352 MAIN ST.,

Yes, It’s True

WHITE

PRICE

59-60

All Types of Commercial
Photography; Groups,
Weddings, Industrial,
Marine and Insurance,
Aerial.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Sidney L Cullen
TEL. 907 or 770
97’tf

This Sale $1.69 yd.
58 inches wide—all colors

ATTENTION RUG HOOKERS AND BRAIDERS!

VIRGIN WOOL RAGS
Do not confuse these with ordinary rags. These are long
strips of 100'' pure virgin wool coatings.

49c lb.
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Acorn Grange Fair
Entertainment and Supper
Including In Cushing
Annual Event
The Grange Fair at the Acorn
Grange in Cushing will be held
Wednesday, July 27, under the aus
pices of the Grange Circle.
The fair will open at 4 o'clock
with a wide display of goods wait
ing those attending in the fancy
w'ork, candy and parcel post booths.
Three quilts will be auctioned off
during the fair. One was made by
the Grange Circle while another
was donated by Arlene Starrett.
There will be a grab booth with all
good values for the buyer
Supper w’ill be served at 6 o'clock
by a committee headed by Kather
ine Maloney followed by entertain
ment which Jeanette Orff and her
committee has arranged. There
will be several numbers; all with
local talent.
The fair, supper and entertain
ment, all will be open to the general
public.

Farm Safety Week
National Observance To Pro
mote Safetv On Farm
Next Week

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM AND GRANGE NEWS
4-H Safety Workers in All-Out Attempt
to Reduce Accidents on Farms in 1949

R. FAJtMER, has the 4-H Club
member in your family checked
your farm and home for accident
and fire hazards lately? If not, you
can expect him to do so any day
now. 4-H'ers are making an all-out
attempt to reduce Ihe annual cost
of accidents affecting farm folks—
including motor vehicle, fire and
property damage — which totals
more than one billion dollars, or
about $35.00 per person! They are
also trying to cut down the number
of accidental deaths, which kill 51
farm residents in the U. S. every
day in the year.
Your 4-H'er doubtless will cau
tion you to drive carefully on high
ways, and use proper signals when
turning or stopping (top right).
More than 7,300 rural people are
killed annually in motor vehicle
accidents. In fact, more fatal auto
want to make you, your family and
mobile accidents occur in rural
areas than in any other location
neighbors safety minded so that
Falls rank second in farm acci
accidents mentioned above won’t
dent causes. So watch your siep
happen.
when carrying a clothes basket,
For achievements in
safety
like the girl shown in right photo.
work, the 4-H boy or girl may re
Your 4-H safety worker probably
ceive a prized sterling silver medal
will suggest von tack down throwof honor as county winner. General
rugs or put them on non-slip mat
Motors also provides an educa
ting, snd keep stairways unlittered.
tional trip to the National 4-H
Are your lightning rods properly
Club
Congress, Chicago, next
grounded? The 4-H'ers shown at
November, for the state winner,
top left found the ground wires
and $300.00 college scholarships
broken, and therefore worthless.
for each of the eight national
Lightning, which is one of the
champions. By practicing safety
greatest causes of farm fires, each
from this time on, you’ll not only
year destroys 20 million dollars
help your 4-H’er in his safety work,
worth of farm property, kills 500
but help save a life—which may
farm residents and injures 1,300
be your own.
others.
The National 4-H Farm Safety
National Farm Safety Week will
program is conducted under the
he observed July 24-30. Rural boys
din ( tion of the Cooperative Exten
and girls taking part in the Na
tional 4-H Farm Safety program
sion Service.

M

Judge Green Pastures

The several counties of the State
will swap about in the judging in
the Green Pastures Contest the
latter part of this month.
The 21 farms in Knox-Lincoln
area which are entered in the con
test will be checked by judges from
Waldo County.
Judges from the
Knox-Lincoln area will go into
Waldo County to cover the farms
in that area.
This method allows an exchange
of ideas between the farmers of the
two counties and allows each to
see the work being done on farms
other than those in their imme
diate atea.
Knox and Lincoln entries will be
judged on July 26 and 27 while
the Waldo County farms will re
ceive visits from the judges on the
28th and 29th.

New Hereford Herd

Mrs. Shibles and Mrs. Mayo Send News Of
Their Study At Summer School In Ithaca

Corn Borer Control

Blueberry Irrigation

Gives Old Houses
that “New Look”

coat

Here’s real news for home owners who
want to restore the well-kept good looks
of their homes. It's pood news because
it comes from Bay State, New England’s
trusted leader in paint progress!

Twice the Hide of
Ordinary Paints

«®~®~®»®-®«*®‘>®-®~W-®.-®..®-®..®~®.'®~®..®*

Dear Farmer:—
Two meetings highlighted the
past week as far as I am concerned
On Friday morning we field a
corn borer demonstration We had
the second largest attendance in
the State with 75 people turning
out. It took a demonstration of air
plane dusting to beat us. and it
would seem that many turned cut
for the tlirill instead of business.
We couldn't find any corn borer
eggs, although I looked Thursday
afternoon and several of us looked
for them before the demonstration
Friday morning.
Luckily. Joe
Hickey had brought a sample of
the eggs, as well as a borer embedded
in the stalk.
The machine duster at the dem
onstation was set for one nozzle to
the row. We would like two c.r
three nozzles to the row to ade
quately cover the whorl, leaf junc
tions with the main shoot, and
ear shoots. However, we were hap
pily surprised at the job this duster
did It put on a nice application
cf dust in the whorl and on most
of the leaf-stalk junctions.
We also had a hand duster.
Generally, this puts on too much
dust. If you can plainly see the
dust, you are probably putting on
63 or 65 pounds of dust per acre.
Actually 40-45 pounds per acre is
sufficient—more is wasteful. A little
practice with the hand duster will
help to get the right amount ap
plied.
I have had several questions on
using DDT to control the coin ear
worm. Here again, do not use DDT
if the fodder is going to be fed to
livestock. Some benefit may be ob
tained if the silk is covered from
the time it starts to form until the
ear is ready to be picked. But tests
in New Jersey and Maine do not
indicate too much success. The bug
is deep inside the silk, and unless
DDT can be driven into the silk,
there is little chance for control.
So, we are recommending the use
of 15-20 drops of a heavy grade
mineral oil in the silk channel. This
is not very practical, as you can
readily see, for anything but garden
or other small plots of sweet coin.
Sorry.
The Green Pasture judges met
Saturday, at Clement Smith's Farm
in Mcnmouth. Attendance was
announced at 102. After introduc
tions all around, we discussed last
year s judging and thus years' score
card. The most important change
in the score card is less emphasis on
the milk to grain ratio while ccws
are on pasture Hi ids with a large
number of dry cows are on pasture.
Herds with a large number of dry
cows wil] net be penalized as they
were last year. More emphasis is
being placed en lime, manure, and
commercial fertilizers, especially
for topdressing. Only five points
maximum may be deducted from
the total score if young stock pas
ture is not adequate as compared
with a possible 15-point deduction
last year.
Knox-Lincoln judges — Herbert
Hawes, Roland Gushee, William
Pearse, David Chapman, Wallace
Spear, and Edward Denny did what
I would call a real good job. On
judging the Smith's pasture our
scores ranged from 86"; to 91'
Dick Talbot Extension Dairy Spe
cialist, scored the pastures at 88',.
The range of the whole group was
plant without excessive waste.
Use three applications at 5-day
intervals. Rain will wash off the
insecticide. Time your treatments
accordingly.
For more details, ask us for Bul
letin 468.

Pyrofax Gas is uniform
in qualiiy. Full value in
every cylinder.

Install Pyrofax Gas
Service. Makes cooking a
breeze. Operates Ihe won
derful new Magic Chef gas
range - there's a model lo
fit your need.

Slop by loday. See how
easy (and economical) it is
to go modern ... to have
Ihe kitchen you've dreamed
about ... with dependable
Pyrofax Gas Servicel

from 70'; to 98';. It would seem
thet we have a good group of judges.
One thing to be mentioned about
the Smith pasture is tliat there are
18 lots into which the cows and
young stock can be turned. This
would indicate that he can always
turn the cows into a piece of land
with geed forage.
I have recently come across some
corn that was curling quite badly.
It had been treated with 2.4D. It
might be a good idea to mention
some precautions when using any
new treatment fer the first time,
whether it is a new weed killer, a
new insecticide, a new fertilization
practice, or what. First, take it
easy, try the substance on only a
portion of your field, this will give
you time to personally become used
to using the substance. Also, you will
be able to see if you can obtain bet
ter results than from your present
practices. Secondly, follow manu
facturers' directions several com
panies may put out the same chemi
cal in different strength
This
means that it jnust be mixed in a
different way or with a different
amount of water or other diluent.
Check with us or the manufacturer
if you a’re not sure.
Sincerely,
Gilbert Jaeger,
County Agent at Large.

Grange Corner
News items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
Acorn Grange
The first and second degrees
were worked on two candidates at
the last regular meeting of Acorn
Grange. Two visitors from Good
will Grange were present. Dough
nuts and coffee were served follow
ing the program.
Forty-one members and their
families attended the Acorn Grange
picnic Sunday, July 10, at Vinal's
P nnt in Cushing despite the stormy
weather. They later adjourned to
•he Grange Hall where the clam
bake was held.
The next regular meeting of
Acorn Grange is July 20 and degress
will be worked on two more can
didates.
Owl's Head Grange
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Easy-to-use tube saves time, is hygienic and painless.

NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J.—Intro quarter of the cow easily, quickly
duction of a new penicillin oint and without pain.
Clinical tests of the ointment
ment, which comes in a speciallydesigned “easy-to-apply” tube, in tubes showed that no tube
now enables dairymen to treat then on the market was of the
Mastitis with penicillin easily, ef proper dimensions. Veterinarians
fectively, and at relatively low envisioned a tube with a long,
tapered, smooth nozzle which
cost
Mastitis has been one of the would be snug-fitting when in
dairymen’s worst destroyers of serted in the teat opening. More
profit, for it is an insidious udder over, it must be small enough in
infection which makes milk un diameter to go into the teat open
salable and progressively reduces ing easily and without injury to
milk production, causing losses the quarter.
SuPh a tube was finally de
each year of millions of dollars to
signed by the Veterinary Divi
the dairy industry.
It was as long as five year<= ago, sion of E. R. Squibb and Sons.
In 1944, when it was first
cov Tube manufacturers first thought
ered that penicillin was effective it impossible to make, but this
against Streptococcus agalactiae, specially-designed tube is now in
an organism w’hich was respon mass production and is being used
sible for 80 to 90 per cent of all bv several manufacturers of penicases of bovine Mastitis,
cillin.
In the early days, however, the
Tne thoroughness with which
use of penicillin was restricted by penicillin ointment acts is largely
the high cost of the drug and by due to the dispersing agent—pe
the complicated procedure of ap trolatum. After injection into an
plication then obtaining. With the infected quarter, the ointment
increase in production of penicil floats 6n the milk and is dispersed
lin, the price was reduced, but it throughout the udder. The peni
remained for the veterinary pro cillin is released slowly from the
fession and the pharmaceutical ointment, prolonging effective ac
industry to perfect a penicillin tion for as long as 72 hours after
treatment which would be easy treatment.
to apply, as well as stable, non-1 “Instant-use” tubes of penicil
toxic, non-irritating and long- lin are available in most stores
lasting in its curative action.
where drugs are sold. Injection
Working with members of the is simple: the dairyman has only
veterinary profession, scientists to insert the nozzle in the cow’s
at E. R. Squibb Laboratories here teat opening and squeeze the tube.
were successful in perfecting a Treatment is only a matter of
penicillin ointment meeting these seconds. This revolutionary meth
rigid requirements. It remained, od of treating Mastitis is saving
however, to provide a proper dis millions of gallons of milk other
pensing agent, so that the penicil wise lost, and saving thousands
lin would get into the infected of valuable cows from slaughter.

Recipes 0i the Week

Owl's Head Grange is invited to a
picnic at tlie home of Mrs. Evelyn Julia Burgess Offers Two
St Clair, July 26 at 6 p. m. A fire
Summer Dishes Which
place is available for those wish
Arc Easily Made
ing to cook and coffee will be providew by the hostess. Those plan
Macaroni Mousse
ning to attend are asked to call
1 cup macaroni broken in inch
837-M2.
pieces
Pleasant River Grange
l'i cups scalded milk
Pleasant River Grange will hold
1 cup soft bread crumbs
its regular meeting Wednesday at
’/, cup butter
8 p. m. The first and second de
1 red pepper or pimiento chopped
grees will be conferred at this fine
meeting. Refreshments will follow
1 tablespoon chopped onion
the degree work
% cup grated cheese
St. George Grange
3 eggs
1 tsp. salt.
The supper planned by the St.
George Grange for July 21, will be
Method: Cook macaroni in 2
postponed one week to July 28, due quarts boiling salted water 15 m nto the South Thomaston Grange utes; drain, pour scalded milk over
having their supper the 21stbread crumbs, add butler, pimiento,

Party Melee

2 cans mushroom soup
2 cups milk
1 can pimentoes (cut in small
strips)
1 small can mushrooms
1 can spam (or spiced ham)
Thicken and serve on crackers.
More Farm and Grange Notes
on Page Six.

Oklahoma held its first sports .
and boat show last month.

The first centralized ndustry wa3
■n New Amsterdam, on Manhattan,
where hand-made glassware was
manufactured continuously from
1645 to 1767.

Hare you tried the "ROCKET'Engine?
MAKE A DATE WITH THE

Iw

fti

w

lo appreciate tlie

"ROCKtT”

ENGINE

CAR!

81! —you’ve got to let us demonstrate! You’ll have to try the

"88’s” action—its smoothness, silence, sensational "Rocket” response! With

automatic Hvdra-Matic Drive—and this brilliant new Body by Fisher—the "88”
Superior BOTTLED GAS Service

ALBERT E. MacPHAlL
HEATING AND PLUMBING

B«y State One-Coat House Paint is ready for your home here—anti NOW!

ROCKLAND SUPPLY CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

445 MAIN ST.,

TEL. 738,

ROCKLAND

Available for um with Rtrofax Gu - Magic Chet Rances
Bertel Refrigerators • Bryant or Rood Water Heaters

Boom Heaters and othar gas appliancea.

brings you a completely new driving experience! You’ve got to try il to believe it!

OLDSMOBILE
A

------ PHONE

GENERAL

YOUR

MOTORS

NEAREST

VALUE

OLDSMOBIIE

DEALER—

FIREPROOF GARAGE COMPANY
WINTER STREET,

A

-

onion, salt and cheese; egg last.
Mix well, pour over macaroni and
bake about 40 degrees in 350 de- .
gree oven,
ef

VSSM

LOWEST-PRICED

1 gal. covers 500 sq. ft.

49 TILLSON AVENUE,

ft
■Ini

Green Pasture Judges Held Last Week

Why pul up wilh slow
fires, messy ashes, fuel
smells, blackened pots?

Yes, it,’8 true
Bay
State One-Coat House
Paint makes previously
painted outside surfaces
sparkling, brilliant
white — with a single
coat! Because it has
twice the hiding jx>wer
of ordinary house paint!

"'I

COUNTY AGENT’S CORNER

Knox-Lincoln and Waldo Are
To Exchange Judges
Corn Borer Demonstration and School For
July 26 to 29

EXTENSION WORKERS AT CORNELL

ONE

Now a Matter of Seconds
yysy-:;:-

President Truman has proclaimed
E. C. Cutting Establishes
July 24-30 as the sixth annual Farm
Beech Hill Farm With
Safety Week. Tha theme of the
1940 campaign will ba ‘The Elim
Fine Virginia Herd
ination of Unsafe Practices."
Edward
C. Cutting of Beech Hill,
The 1949 "National Farm Safety
Rockport, has added livestock to
Week'' campaign will be officially
his already large business in blue
launched by a nation-wide broad- |
berries and Christmas trees.
cast over the ABC network from a
A herd of Herefords was bought
luncheon he'd in Washington, D. |
recently from the farms of Clyde
C. at 1.30 p. m . E.D.T., July 23
i B. Asher in Aldie, Va., and are ex
Secretary of Agriculture and other
pected to arrive here shortly.
national agricultural leaders will
Herdsman Edward Barret will have
participate in the program Dur
charge of 11 cows, three with calves
ing the broadcast there will be
at side, and 16 heifers at Cutting's
“pick-ups" from other points across
South Warren farm.
the country. Local farm groups
I Cutting explains that the herd
are urged to hold meetings and
,was purchased about two years ago
tune in on this broadcast.
! by Asher from Edward Stetinus.
During the week a drive will be
made to direct all possible atten
Jr. Most of the heifers were sired
tion to those unsafe practices which
by the Stetinus bull. Triumphant
continue to be the leading cause of
Prince, with all of the herd being
accidents to farm people
Each
blooded stock from well known
member of every farm family will
Hereford lines.
be asked to study the hazards as
The establishment will be known
sociated with rural life so that all
as Beech Hill Farm wilh rattle be
tasks may be performed in the saf
ing kept at the South Warren farm
est possible manner every day in
and some pastured at Beech Hill in
Rockport near where Cutting lives
the year.
The campaign has been endorsed
Cutting was accompanied on the
by farm organizations and agricul
buying trip by Sam Dorrance of
tural leaders throughout the coun
Augusta, State livestock specialist.
try All agencies interested in the
Assistance was given at the buy-'
welfare of farm people are urged to
ing point by Adam McWilliams of
join in this concentrated attack
Church Hill, Md., representative of
upon the menaces to the lives and
the Hereford Breeders Association
happiness of American farmers and
in the East.
their families. Group action will
strengthen the movement and lead
to more w’ide-spread and lasting
results.
The immediate purpose of Farm
Expert Advice On Dusting;
Safety Week is to emphasize the
importance of farm accident pre
Moths Now Being Found
Mrs. Esther Mavo. Home Demon
vention and to point out the need
Guides informed them that the
In Some Sections
for action. Its long time objective stration Agent and Mrs. Loana limestone formations of tlip cav
is to make all members of every Shibles. 4-H Club Agent in the erns must havp taken at least a
County Agent at Large Gilbert
American farm family as safe as
Jaeger advises that the European
possible—to cut the annual toll of Knox-Lincoln area, have written half milliofi years to form.
Corn Borer moths are now being
They agreed that despite the trapped in Southern and Central
needless deaths and injuries as newsy accounts of their trip to
much as possible—to make farm Cornell University at Ithica. N Y . beauty of the caverns, they were Maine. It is now time to start
life a safer, happier and more pros where they are attending a three glad tn reach the open air again, dusting or spraying to control this
week course in extension work.
perous way of life.
even though the evening was hot. pest, he says.
Mrs Mayo relates that they left
National Farm Safety week was
Small, white, flat, shiny eggs may
Classes at Cornell started early
conceived by the National Safety early Sunday, July 10. and stopped in the week with Mrs Shibles being be found on the underneath sides
Council in 1944 and is sponsored in Kennebunk to pick up Mrs. Mar assigned to work on 4-H organiza of the second, third, or fourth
by the Council and the U. D. De garet Blaisdell. who is 4-H agent in j tion procedure and Mrs. Mayo to leaves from the base of the plant.
partment of Agriculture in co-oper- that area.
These are hard to find. Do not
The day proved a rainy one as work related to her special field in delay too long even if you cannot
at on with the Farm Equipment In
home demonstration work.
stitute, the Amercan Farm Bureau they struck several storms in their
Courses are being taken by the find the eggs.
Federation, the Farmers Union, the journey across New Hampshire and extension workers from over the na
Ryania (Ryanex 40D dust or 100S
National Grange and many other Vermont into New York State
spray) and DDT are probably the
The night was spent in cabins tion in objectives of 4-H Club work; best insecticide to use. Do not use
organizations interested in farm
near Howe Caverns in Cobleskill. extension work: education; voca DDT if the fodder is to be fed to
N. Y By hurrying supper they tional education: history of 4-H livestock. 1% Rotenone with sul
w»re able to make the last escort work; history of extension work, phur or with a wetting and spray
ed tour of the caverns at 8 o'clock publicity; problems of juvenile de- ing agent or a 1% Rotenone spray
Both remarked on the constant lnquency and 4-H Club planning. is reasonably satisfactory. Cover
Thursday, a special tour of farms
50
to 54 degree temperature in the
100 Acres In York County cathedral
the whorl, leaf junctions, with the
room 254 feet under in the area was arranged for classes main stalk and ear shoots.
the problems of farm man
Fed By Pumping System ground. which they reached by ele studying
Usp 40 pounds of 5", DDD dust.
agement. Friday, a trip was sched
vator.
With Marked Success
uled to the 4-H camp at Watkins 45 pounds of 3% DDT dust, or 45
Glen
Wednesday, the extension pounds ot a 40% Ryania dust per
This past week District Agent, R. pond, which is on the principle used workers were entertained by Epsi acre. Sprayers are adjusted to ap
C. Wentworth, spent a day in Ken in the cranberry bogs of Massachu lon Sigma Phi with a fried chicken ply enough sprays to cause some
nebunk at the blueberry farm of setts.
picnic at Taughannock State Park, run-off at the base of the corn
Charles Chase. Mrs. Chase and his
Mr. Chase owns several hundred one of the State's beauty spots.
son. William, have about 100 acres of acres of good blueberry land, but
A tour of the newspaper officers
blueberry land, part of which is un it has to be cleared.
in the area was a part of the first
der irrigation. They have a 500
He is handling only his best land week courses to fully acquaint all
gallon per minute pump which sup and doing a good job with it This with the operation of the plants
plies ten heads It takes four heads year crop looks especially well and which cover the extension services
per acre and they are able to ap he expects to start raking in about many fields of news.
ply an inch of water per acre in a week.
three hours.
Tuesday, Mr. Wentworth will be
CHANGE IN MEETING
Frost as well as dry sandy soil with County Agent Norman Ness of
In addition to the picnic for the
are their problem, but by the use Farmington going over land in Rockport Farm Bureau to be held
cf water they have overcome them. Franklin County, and on Wednes on July 21 at Mrs. Evelyn St. Clair's
This year they feel that their crop day he will be with County Agent, cottage, Owl’s Head. Almon Cooper
was saved from frost by use of Fred Webster, on Waldo County. from Bald Mountain Printing Co.,
water.
Many areas will be raking within will speak on "Effects of Industrial
. ^Rov ** G*s
They are building a large dam a few weeks as the berries are ripen Development on the Individual” at
• .A
which will give them a good-sized ing fast.
2 p. m.

WITH

Penicillin Treatment for Mastitis

TELEPHONE 889

